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Finding the Code

A Clock for ATR 1170

Mel Lambert ponders an EBU
report on Internet audio codecs.

ARP checks in with astatus report on his
micro-power AM station.
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STUDIO SESSIONS

WASHINGTON A failure of the
Associated Press satellite distribution
system this summer has some radio
stations re-evaluating alternatives for

ware to satellite receivers on AP's Kuband system.
Three thousand radio stations and
another 1,000 TV affiliates lost AP
audio and wire services. The incident
was the largest failure of AP's satellite
distribution system in
the 20 years AP has used
satellite delivery. Ninety
percent of AP's customers in the United
States were affected —
some for as long as five
days.

Backup
AP immediately used
various backup measures, including delivery
via e-mail, faxes and
Internet audio delivery.
Extra ISDN dial-up service was made available
AP Ku-band receiver from Clear Channel Dallas
and AP hourly newscasts
were fed over ABC and
station KDMX(FM) on the morning of the AP crash
CBS satellite channels
backup delivery. Meanwhile, AP says "We used as many alternatives as
it will change its procedures and never
were available to us," said John Reid,
again conduct a simultaneous upgrade
AP's vice president of technology.
to the satellite distribution system. "We used the Internet sites, a few of
The disruption in August occurred
which were still under development,
during the downloading of new softSee OUTAGE, page 6

I

Debate on Capitol Hill
Raises Profile of
Reading Services for
The Visually Impaired
by Leslie Stimson
ROANOKE, Va. The national
argument over low-power FM radio
has put a spotlight on asmall, dedicated group of narrowcasters that
have long worked in radio's background.
The International Association of
Audio Information Services, which
represents most of the country's reading services for the visually impaired,
has taken a prominent role in the
volatile dispute over the creation of a
new class of low-power FMs favored
by the Kennard FCC.
That dispute was carried to Capitol
Hill, where legislation to restrict
LPFM was being considered as the
106th Congress neared adjournment.
The IAAIS joined National Public
See SCA, page 5
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NEWSWATCH•

Scarce Spectrum
For Wireless Devices
WASHINGTON As the Internet
expands from the PC into Web-enabled
wireless devices, spectrum scarcity has
emerged as abig "gating factor" in the
New Economy. That's what FCC
Chairman Bill Kennard told attendees
of a private wireless industry group
meeting in October.
"We are in danger of suffering a
'spectrum drought' in our country," said
Kennard. " From my vantage point,
everybody seems to have a different
solution."

While spectrum auctions have made
it possible for the agency to allocate
spectrum more quickly and efficiently,
he said, there's more to be done.
Wireless devices use approximately
15 percent of the spectrum, with some
13 million transmitters and 1million
wireless licensees.
According to some estimates, he said,
the United States would need as much
as 300 MHz of additional spectrum to
meet the demands of the wireless Web.
Kennard encouraged attendees to help
the agency find ways to encourage secondary uses for underused spectrum to
create an emerging market as there is
for wireline bandwidth.

NAB, RTNDA
Fight, Win on
Political Rules
WASHINGTON Just before the election ad season began in earnest, the
personal attack/political editorial rules
were on, temporarily off, and then
finally repealed in October.
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard said the
commission intends to study the public
interest obligations of broadcasters in
the digital age, including whether the
personal attack/political editorial rules
should be reinstated.

He was disappointed when an
appeals court ordered the FCC to repeal
the 'rules' in October.
NAB and RTNDA were ecstatic.
"This decision represents an historic
victory in the 20- year fight to gain
broadcasters the same free speech
rights as print journalists," said NAB
President/CEO Eddie Fritts.
The court ruling came days after
NAB and RTNDA filed an "emergenc
motion" with afederal court asking justices to order the commission to revoke
the rules.
Fritts said it was clear from the decision "that future FCC attempts to regulate free speech would be viewed with
skepticism."
The FCC had temporarily suspended,
See NEVVSWATCH, page 3
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DIGITAL NEWS

iBiquity System Now Merged
The broadcast system that iBiquity
Digital Corp. will pitch to the U.S.
radio industry in coming months will
use ablend-to-analog fallback approach
and incorporate PAC as its codec.
These are among the important technical decisions made this fall during a
two- month crunch of meetings and discussions.
The meetings were necessary after
USA Digital Radio and Lucent Digital
Radio agreed to merge their IBOC
DAB efforts into iBiquity.
With only one proponent left, the
industry is getting a sense of what the
resulting in- band, on- channel digital
audio broadcasting system would look
like.
Come together
iBiquity has made the main technical
decisions needed to meld two separate
digital radio systems into one, and has
presented more details to the standards
body, the National Radio Systems
Committee.
Its system retains the USADR's
blend-to- analog fallback and incorporates the former Lucent Digital Radio's
Perceptual Audio Coder. While LDR's
multistreaming method of splitting the
signal into several " streams" to better
ensure audio fidelity is not used in its
entirety, elements have been incorporated into the merged system.
Although iBiquity still is tweaking
its AM, FM digital and hybrid systems,
the basic technical elements have been
decided. Not all specifics have been
released because some of the technology is subject to patent approval.
The AM and FM iBiquity system
uses blend- to- analog as a fallback at
the edge of a station's coverage area,
and for quick tuning.
The FM system has dual redundant
sidebands with afull copy of the digital
audio on both. Each of those sidebands
occupies 70 kHz bandwidth. The system uses a scalable version of
*Biquity's perceptual audio coder, PAC,

•

as the codec. The audio data rate for
the FM is 96 kilobits per second.
The AM system uses the blend- toanalog as abackup and for instant tuning. It also uses a scalable version of
PAC as the audio codec. The system has
dual redundant sidebands and occupies
atotal of 30 kHz of bandwidth. That's a
change from the previous 20 kHz.

Both AM and FM systems incorporate a data stream similar to the
approach used in the RBDS.
Walden said the company has given
the NRSC enough information to
restructure its lab, field and subjective
tests. NRSC sources agreed. The standards body is revamping the tests to
account for the fact that it is testing only

Photo by Leslie Stimson

by Leslie Stimson

iBiquity displayed this Visteon unit receiving a live IBOC signal
and displaying IBOC's data c:apabilities at The NAB Radio Show
iBiquity Vice President of Broadcast
Engineering Glynn Walden said the
company made the change primarily to
reduce interference to the analog signals. The audio data rate for the AM
system has yet to be released.
Elements of the USADR and LDR
approaches have been incorporated into
the iBiquity system. Among them is a
scalable codec that's based on multistream principles.
"The scalable codec is used in the
AM and FM all-digital modes, and is
also incorporated into the hybrid
modes," Walden said.
The scalable codec is needed in the
all- digital mode, in which the system
instantly tunes to the core audio and
delivers digital quality after full acquisition. That acquisition occurs after an
interleaver delay of three to four seconds.

one system, rather than one from the
former USA Digital Radio and another
from the former Lucent Digital Radio.
iBiquity and NRSC subcommittee

he
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S
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VAULTXPRESSTm knocks your competition out of the

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, Continued from page 2

but did not repeal, the rules earlier in
the month.
In their decision, D.C. Circuit Court
of Appeals Judges Judith Rogers and
Chief Judge Harry Edwards said the
suspension just postponed afinal decision on the issue by the FCC, and said
it was "folly" to "suppose the 60-day
suspension and call to update the
record cures anything."
The suspension was to have lasted
until Dec. 3to give the agency time to
gather further public comments on the
rules.
At the time, the FCC said stations
that want to editorialize in favor of or
opposition to a political candidate or
air material that may come within the
scope of the personal attack rule could
do so temporarily "unfettered by what
broadcasters claim have been the confining restraints of these two rules."
The FCC also sought public com-

ment from groups and individuals
who favor keeping the Fairness
Doctrine.
NAB and RINDA believe the rules
are archaic and they opposed the
FCC's action.
RINDA President Barbara Cochran
called the FCC's earlier order to suspend the rules " incomprehensible,"
while NAB President/CEO Eddie
Fritts said it was "outrageous" and
"astonishing."
The personal attack rule required
stations to notify aperson whose honesty, character or integrity is attacked
and provide that person a chance to
respond. The political editorial rule
required any licensee that endorses or
opposes acandidate to provide opponents with notice and an opportunity
to respond. The rules are among the
last vestiges of the Fairness Doctrine,
which the commission stopped
enforcing in 1987.

members appear to agree on how the
lab, field and subjective tests should be
crafted and at least one NRSC subcommittee member expressed pleasure with
the company's cooperation.
Data collection would focus on realworld use of subjective listening by
consumers, with direct comparison
with analog performance under various
propagation and channel interference
conditions.
The merged system represents two
months of intense work by iBiquity
engineers, who could not begin to share
information until the merger between
USADR and LDR had closed.
"I have to credit the technologists for
getting it done in a timely manner,"
said Walden.
Milford Smith, chairman of the
NRSC's DAB Subcommittee, said he
enjoyed seeing staff from USADR and
LDR "on the same side of the table, and
able to speak openly." He credited them
with having a "great spirit of cooperation and the realization that now's the
time to bring this to aconclusion."
Time is of the essence, in order to
get the system evaluated and deliver
results to the commission, which has
been monitoring the NRSC's progress.
The NRSC has stepped up its meeting schedule to complete the evaluation. It has several meetings slated
through mid-November, when it hopes
to adopt the final test procedures.
An independent third party, likely
the Advanced Television Technology
Center in Alexandria, Va., would conduct the tests.
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From the Editor

'Allied' Returns; Wayne Mack Departs
News, cues and views from around
the world of radio ...
* * *
In this issue, Business Editor Laura
Dely and the staff of GM Journal take
alook at the format side of radio. Is
your PD in agood mood these days?
What's hot and why? Should you drop
that new country format and go allKlezmer?
Our Focus on Formats starts on
page 21.
* * *
Talk about starting abusiness with
brand recognition!
Allied AirNet Services is aniche
marketing venture set up by Dave
Burns after his recent retirement from
Harris Corp.
"Allied" at one time was the name of
aprominent radio equipment distributor, where Burns worked for many
years. After its acquisition of that entity by the much larger Harris, the Allied
name was retired.

"I discovered that the name and the
logo were still available:' Burns said.
"Although the direction of our business is
different, the Allied name still enjoys a
lot of respect and recognition."
Burns also has his first product
offering: O.C. White microphone
booms and arms. U.S. orders will go
through the new Allied, which acts as an
independent rep; customers still call their
usual O.C. White dealer to buy. A riser
accessory that permits inside wiring is
coming soon; and Burns is seeking distributors and integrators for the line.
Just about everyone in radio has
seen an O.C. White mic arm at one
time or another; I've certainly worked
with my share of them. Burns praised
its penetration into radio and TV. He
said the boom is the choice for at least
"two doctors, aRush, aHoward, aDon
and aFrazier."
Burns is talking with other suppliers, offering representation, evaluations, launches, promotion and marketing research. You can reach him via
e-mail to dbocw@aol.com or call ( 765)
935-3893.

* * *

Dave Burns with an 0.C. White boom

Our own company continues to grow
into new markets.
IMAS Publishing, the parent company
of RW, will partner with Phillips
Business Information's Cable Group, a
publisher in the broadband technology
industry, to launch Broadband China
magazine next spring.

It will cover technology and business
topics relevant to China's broadband
market, using the resources of the PBI
Cable Group's core publications,
Communications Technology and
Communications Technology
International, as well as local contributions from IMAS' established network of
technology writers in China.
* * *
I'm sorry to hear that longtime
Cleveland radio broadcaster Wayne Mack
died on Oct. 15 while residing at anursing
home in Rocky River, Ohio. He was 89.
Ihave the news from Jim Davison, a
radio historian, collector and friend of
Mack's. Davison said Mack was the
dean of Cleveland broadcasting who
began his announcing career in 1931 at
WJAY, and spent the next 67 years on
the air — 67 years!
He worked at WGAR(AM) from 1934
to 1950; he helped to sign on
WDOK(AM), and was heard on
WCLV(FM), WZAK(FM) and
WRMR(AM).
He created live shows such as "The
Waltz Palace:' "Home Town Park:' "The
Palace Ballroom on the Lake" and "The
Mighty Wurlitzer Radio Hour." These were
created in the studio, but Davison says listeners would drive all over Cleveland trying
to find the live dance remotes. In 1982,
Mack was honored by AFTRA as aGold
Member; in 1998, he received aspecial
"Lifetime Achievement Award."
Davison, who was five decades
younger and would call Mack on the
phone just to hear his voice, described
him an inspiration and ateacher.
"If you asked him what was showing
at acertain theater in 1938, or what song
was on the air in 1944, or what stage play
was showing in 1934, Wayne could tell
you," Davison said. "He learned at least
seven languages and sang beautiful
opera. Listening to him on the air, I
would get chills."
Wayne Mack touched him one more
time before he passed away.
"I had seen this 1934 photo of Wayne

Paul J. McLane
at WGAR hanging on his living room
wall for years:' Davison said. "and I
always said to him that Iwould love to
have that picture of him someday. I
received that picture from afriend on
Saturday, Oct. 14, and Wayne passed
away the following day. It's hard to
explain, but Ifelt inside that he knew it
was time to pass the photo on to me for
my collection.

Wayne Mack in 1934
"Wayne always left me with one
thought: ' Radio — it's the theatre of the
mind. —
The photo appears above. Thanks for
sharing your memories with us, Jim.
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SCA
Continued from page 1

Radio and NAB in arguing that the
FCC's low-power plan would lead to
interference with existing stations,
especially for those that carry radio
reading services for the blind and visually impaired on their subcarriers.
The potential impact on reading services had already been used by LPFM
opponents. This fall, the association
stepped up its involvement by accusing
the FCC of withholding test results that
might prove its case.
It filed a Freedom of Information
request seeking to make public the
results of FCC tests on SCA receivers
that the association had provided to the
commission. These are the specialized
radios used by the visually impaired to
hear the reading services.
The FCC had 30 business days from
Oct. 19 to respond.

stance of NPR and AAIS and called it a
"sad day when National Public Radio
advocates apolicy that would deny the
public new radio service."
IAAIS took pains make it clear the
group is opposed not to the concept of
LPFM, but to how the plan is crafted.
"We realize the positive role that an
LPFM can have in acommunity," said
Martin, "( but) what could possibly be
more important, at this point, than providing the current printed word to indi-

Not enough
IAAIS and NPR said the commission's recent efforts to prevent interference to FM translators and SCA
receivers did not go far enough.
The commission developed aprocess
for resolving interference complaints
about LPFM, but the recent order containing rule changes "does not guarantee that radio reading services will
remain protected from interference, and
does not adequately safeguard translator stations," said NPR President/CEO
Kevin Klose and AAIS President Ben
Martin.
Their organizations favored a Senate
bill that would enable the commission
to authorize LPFMs but force the FCC
to keep current channel protections,
including thirdadjacents. The measure
also called for testing for interference

A

hi (( 1?

useful information.
Listeners receive the service on a
pre-tuned Subsidiary Communications
Authorization receiver, supplied free by
the reading service with proof of adisability. The services or their funding
groups pay an average of $ 100 per
receiver.
Some of these services are affiliated
with state or voluntary agencies serving
the blind and visually impaired. Others
are independent non-profit agencies.

Ben Martin of IAAIS
viduals who have no other means of
having it?"
The IAAIS is worried because the
FCC's updated rules give only temporary third-adjacent channel protection
to FM stations using their subcarriers
while the commission conducts interference tests. It sought permanent
third- adjacent channel protection for
subcarriers and the ability to generate
an interference complaint.
"We didn't expect future channel
space to be protected," said Dave

Some services receiving funding
from local or state government while
others receive contributions from foundations, service organizations or businesses.

Quality, Simplicity, Value
raad gets! - Today, everyone wants the newest thing.
But,

to stations on third-adjacent channels
and required that one of the stations
tested must provide aradio reading service.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Rod
Grams, R-Minn., was companion legislation to an LPFM measure passed in
the House in the spring. The fate of
LPFM legislation was unclear as the
106th Congress neared adjournment in
late October.
Left unclear is how many LPFM stations would still be allowed if fullchannel protection to existing stations
were indeed restored.
One source estimated that of approximately 650 qualified applications
received in the first LPFM window, 376
would not be eligible if full channel
protection were restored, leaving
roughly 279 potentially qualified applications. This does not necessarily translate directly into the number of stations; multiple applicants may have
filed for one frequency.
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard was
"profoundly disappointed" with the

Noble, immediate past president of the
IAAIS and chair of its LPFM Task
Force. "But when they came out with
the temporary nature of the protection
without the ability to complain about
interference ... Ican't imagine astation
admitting they're the cause of interference."
The FCC said the complaint process
would take 90 days. But only a mainchannel FM or a listener could initiate
an interference complaint. The complaint resolution process takes longer
than 90 days for others, Noble said.
"That's great if all you're interrupting is music."
One million listeners
There are approximately 150 radio
reading services in the United States, of
which 135 are IAAIS members.
Combined, those services claim to
reach about 1million visually impaired
or blind people.
Most services play recordings of
people reading the daily newspaper, bus
schedules, grocery sale items and other

Other channels
In addition to transmitting their programming on FM subcarriers and TV
SAP channels, some services are
widening their distribution system
using so-called dial- in news services
and the Internet.
Although asmall portion of the users
own computers, use of the Internet to
receive radio reading services is growing, said Brummond.
With the so-called dial-up services,
the user dials a phone number and
chooses what to listen to from aspoken
menu. Users can scan the paper, choose
asection to be read aloud, and manipulate the voice, all using a touch-tone
keypad.
The IAAIS changed its name in 1999
from the National Association of Radio
Reading Services to reflect these new
delivery systems.
The IAAIS gave the FCC 14 SCA
receivers to test for potential interference from LPFMs. Ten have been
returned, but the association has yet to
see test results, said Noble.

ndability

/Issociation

Audio Information Services

There are several delivery methods,
but FM subcarrier remains the most
popular. More than one-third of radio
reading services are heard on FM subcarriers of NPR members.
But supporters say audio quality on
FM subcarrier isn't great now, and the
IAAIS is worried it would be worse
with LPFM.
"The technical quality on a subcarrier is marginal," said IAAIS Technical
Committee Chair Bob Brummond.
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Outage

place since early 1999," Reid said.
In this case, AP hoped to add some
functionality to the receivers and
increase capacity for a broader range
of products and services in the future,
Reid said.

Continued from page 1

that we put up quickly. And we used
what are normally internal newsgroups," he said.
AP supplied radio stations with special passwords during the crisis.
Reid said AP's goal during the system failure was to deliver audio and
text as efficiently and conveniently as
possible while working to get the
satellite system back on line.

November 8, 2000

the manufacturers, thoroughly understand what happened to the receivers,"
he said
AP hopes aquicker fix in any future
incidents will be available by sending
out software instructions over the
satellite system to get the receivers
back up and running, Reid said.
AP has two delivery systems in
place besides the Ku- band — C- band
satellite and phone dial- up.
Radio stations were left scrambling
for news, weather and sports in the
early hours of the day AP's system

In August, the downloaded program
was corrupt and the EEPROM chip
received the wrong coding and caused
the outage. Reid said.
AP will work with receiver manufacturer International Communications
Products Inc., in an attempt to " build
smarter receivers" to prevent each

Reprogramming
AP technicians had to reprogram
every Ku- band receiver with a special
circuit board and re- program EEPROM chips in the receivers. The electrically erasable programmable readonly memory chips are memory
circuits that store computer software
instructions.
Reid said steps have been taken to
prevent another satellite system failure. "An operational procedure was
not followed properly and that has certainly been tightened up," he said.
On Aug. 29, AP technicians sent a
command via satellite to erase the
EEPROM chips in the Ku- band
receivers electrically. Then they downloaded a new program to change the
receiver's parameters.
Software upgrades for the Ku- band
system are not an infrequent occurrence. " We've probably done a halfdozen since the system has been in

Ithink

it certainly uncovered a design

weakness of the receivers we designed.
John Reid

— AP's John Reid

receiver from having to be reprogrammed individually when asoftware
failure takes place, Reid said. ICP has
built AP satellite receivers since 1992.

service. We also use AP's ENPS newsroom software, and within four hours,
tech support called with instructions
on setting up an Internet connection
from our ENPS servers," Oliger said.
ENPS is AP's Electronic News
Production System.
The all- news stations, owned by
Bonneville International Corp., subscribe to both audio and data services
from the AP, and depends on those services for the news product and the
audio backbone of the Internet- only
station, WTOP2, Oliger said.
"The next day our ICP DCR-972
See OUTAGE, page 7

crashed.
Brian Oliger, news operations manager for WTOP-AM-FM, Washington,
said the effect on the station's news
operations was minimal because of
well- thought-out backup plans.
"We already subscribed to AP's
NewsTracker service on the Web, so
our people knew immediately to go to
that site to continue receiving the wire

Design weakness
"I think it certainly uncovered a
design weakness of the receivers we
designed. We certainly won't do any
more downloads until we, along with

One Question, Three Answers

An actual email thread,
June 8-11, 2000 on broadcast.net

Thursday, June 8, 2000
To: bsi-i@broadcast.net
Subject: BSI Experiences?
2'o,
Sent:
hJFriday,

We are a small AM station considering
implementing BSI software to automate our

••

station. It seems to have all the functionality that
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John,
We're running WaveStation on 2stations, one is live-assist the other fully auto.
While there have been bugs, most of ours have been PC related. WaveStation is a
GOOD program to consider. Igive it 2thumbs up.
Tim Swanson
timswanson@kswP.com
East Texas Christian Radio
90.9KSWPKAVX 91.9
Luflcin, Tx
kswp.c0m
kavx.com
Broadcasting LIVE on the net
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Outage
Continued from page 6
satellite decoder was replaced with a
unit which was not subjected to the
faulty software download, meaning we
were back to normal operation within
about 30 hours," Oliger said.
Mark Croom, chief engineer and
operations director for WNWC-AMFM, Madison, Wis., said he noticed
the problem with AP when he did his
usual " start- the- day" checks on his
computers, including the system that
captures AP.
Fault
"I saw that there had been no stories
since about 4:07 a.m. ( CDT), and proceeded to check the receiver. Isaw an
alarm light on the front, and proceeded
with the only thing Iknow to try for
most of these types of boxes. I
unplugged the receiver and then powered it back up again. The display
went to a series of filled- in boxes on
the LCD display and still showed the
fault LED," Croom said.
Croom said that for AP audio, his
stations get their newscasts through
ISDN from their corporate office satellite feed. Northwestern College Radio
Network in Roseville, Minn., owns the
stations.
"Our corporate used some ISDN
feeds and some phone coupler feeds
until they got their receiver restored.
We were without audio for no more
than a few newscasts during that period," Croom said.
If AP has another major system outage such as the one this summer,
Croom is hopeful that AP will have a
better backup system in place.
"My staff didn't like the ' news server' ( Network News Transfer Protocol)
approach that used Outlook Express or
other e-mail software to view wire
copy. That's why we stuck with the
apextra.com site," Croom said.
Chris Boone, chief engineer for
KDMX(FM) in Dallas, said the failure
left the station scrambling for alternate
sources for news.
"Luckily, AP provided some secondary sources by opening up a normally closed newsgroup which
allowed us to search for stories by
subject and location," he said.
Boone said the Clear Channel station had Netscape and Internet
Explorer set up to access internal AP
newsgroups.
"In fact, Ihad Netscape set to automatically go to the newsgroup upon
opening," Boone said.
Faxing from home
The AP failure meant extra work for
many engineers.
"Our stations depend on AP for
news and local weather. Iwas faxing
news to the station for two days from
my house at 5 a.m. using the AP Web
site," said Jeff Allen, chief engineer
for the Impact Radio Group Inc., in
Twin Falls, Idaho, which owns
KTFI(AM).
"We do have Internet access at the
stations, but using the Web was slow
and the on- air people did not have the
time to sort through everything. Ihave
DSL at home," Allen said.
Most radio engineers and newsroom
personnel who spoke to RW gave AP a
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passing grade throughout the outage.
"Generally, Ithink that AP handled
an unfortunate problem pretty well
with lots of alternatives available," said
Bill Croghan, engineering manager for
Lotus Communications Corp. stations
KBAD(AM), KENO(AM), KOMP(FM)
and KXPT(FM) in Las Vegas.
Concerns
However, AP's backup delivery system and response to the outage did not
please everyone.
"The tech at our level is very overworked as it is and has a huge area to
try to take care of. And there was some
confusion on AP's part early on ( about)
whether they were going to deliver via
fax or e-mail or whatever," said
Michael Barnes, chief engineer of
KVMV(FM), McAllen. Texas. " Not

much service for the amount of money
we pay."
Boone said his biggest complaint
was that AP performed a corrupt
download on 4,000 affiliates without
testing it on some test receivers at
AP's facility first. Boone recommends
a way to prevent this kind of satellite
system failure in the future.
"If you could have a default
firmware in the receiver ROM so if the
EEPROM gets trashed again, ajumper
can be moved, the receiver powered
back on and then ROM reload afactory configuration back into the receiver
EEPROM, allowing a correct download," Boone said.
Any future AP satellite distribution
system upgrades will be done one site
at a time, Reid said. "( AP) will never
do asimultaneous upgrade again."

•

NEWSWATCH•

NTIA Awards Grants
WASHINGTON The Commerce
Department's National Telecommunications
and
Information
Administration has awarded $ 25.8
million in Public Telecommunications
Facilities Program equipment grants
for FY2000. About $ 20 million of the
money is earmarked for TV. Of the
103 grant recipients, 56 are for public
radio, while the balance is to help
TV's transition to digital.
Radio received just over $ 2 million
out of a total of $20 million in PTFP
grants awarded in FY1999 (
RW, Feb. 2).
The list is available on the Web at
www.ntia.doc.gov/

Tough
Remotes?

POTS
PCS/GSM Wireless
ISDN

No matter where your remotes take you,
with a Matrix codec, you've got options.
Call today for details

(800) 237-1776
Comrex Corporation. 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Tel: ( 978) 263-1800 Fax: ( 978) 635-0401 Fax- on- demand: ( 978) 264-9973
Email: info@comrex.com www.comrex.com
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LABE INC.
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KINTRONICS OFFERS`THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN
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Problems of AM Antenna Co-Location
WC. Alexander
This is the third installment in a series
of articles about shared use of transmitter
sites. The previous part appeared Oct. II.
AM sites that were once way out in
the boonies now are found in the middle
of upscale subdivisions. These transmitters can be good neighbors, but the telephone interference produced and the real
estate soaked up often force asite move.
With real estate prices high and the
difficulties in attaining approval from
local government for tower placement, it
makes alot of sense to co-locate AM stations with other AMs or even with
FM/TV
transmission
facilities.
Broadcasters are aware of this dilemma;
cell and PCS operators have recently
begun to figure it out.
Unlike FM and TV licensees, an AM
station cannot simply hang aantenna on
the side of an existing tower and turn on
the transmitter. As we deal with AM colocation, we will begin with what is often
the most difficult case: sharing a single
tower or directional array between two or
more stations.
Consider three things when evaluating
an AM site for co- location: frequency
differences between stations, electrical
height and location. If any of these are
unacceptable, move on.
Most engineers consider 120 kHz to
be the lower limit for diplexing multiple
AM stations. Spacing any closer than that
requires ultra-tight filtering that results in
narrow bandwidth and high losses in the
diplexer. Design of adiplexing system is
difficult and operationally the stations
probably won't sound very good.
Electrical height of an AM radiator determines efficiency. If atower is too short, it
will be inefficient, the resistance will be low
and losses will be high. Radiation at high
vertical angles may be excessive from electrically short towers, making them unacceptable for nighttime operation.

sible co-location.
One other big factor is the willingness
of the tower owner, most often a competitor, to share its tower and site.
You might think that the guy across
town wouldn't want to do anything to help
his competitor. Money talks and adding a
few hundred or afew thousand bucks to the
top line every month is often an attractive,
virtually effortless way to improve station
cash flow. Most of the time, the other guy
will be willing at least to talk with you.

Another consideration, before we get
to the technical nitty-gritty, is the neighborhood. AM towers that are located in
or near residential or commercial areas
quite often have a tenuous relationship
with the neighbors.
As we mentioned earlier, telephone
interference is most often the problem. In
residential areas, RF radiation concerns
are sometimes atouchy issue (whether or
not they are areal factor). Neighborhood
factors should be carefully weighed

electrical

height and location are keys to evaluating
a site for co-location.

e-
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ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION, CLIMATECONTROLLED PRE-FAB ANTENNA
TUNING HOUSES OR TRANSMITTER
BUILDINGS

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. BOX 845
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37621-0845
IM:--- PHONE: 423-878-3141 œ
im A
FAX: 423-878-4224
EMAIL:
(4
KTL@KINTRONIC.COM
WEB SITE:
http://WWW.KINTRONIC.COM

What is acceptable range of electrical
heights? There is no set answer, but
something in the 75- to 180-degree range
produces acceptable results in most cases. The efficiency of the radiator and protection factors for co- and adjacent-channel stations determine how much power
can be authorized from aparticular site.

with acoil or capacitor.
This gives the trap alow impedance on
the pass frequency and ahigh impedance
on the reject, using only three components. In the shunt traps, the opposite is
true — the residual reactance on the pass
frequency is parallel resonated with acoil
or capacitor, giving the trap a high
impedance on the pass frequency and a
low impedance on the reject.
If you think about it, you will find that
there are an infinite number of component

A 30 kW diplexer at AM stations KCMN-KCBR in Colorado Springs, Colo.

Frequency differences,
RACK MOUNTABLE MAIN AUX DUMMY
LOAD TRANSFER SWITCHES

November 8, 2000

before deciding to proceed with co- location at aparticular site.
To many, an AM diplexer is amysterious, sometimes spooky device full of
coils and capacitors that "sing" when
modulation is applied. The reality is that
a diplexer is nothing more than a frequency-selective voltage divider.

On the reject frequency, the series eleThe perfect place
ment presents high impedance while the
The three most important factors in real
shunt presents low impedance. On the
estate are location, location and location.
pass frequency, the opposite is true ( the
Will the proposed facility produce the covseries element presents low impedance
erage of the desired area with the power
while the shunt presents high impedance.
permissible from that site? If the answer is
The equivalent circuit can be drawn simyes, proceed with the evaluation.
ply using two resistors.
All this may sound like an impossible
Most diplexer designs make the most
combination, that co- location probably
economical use of components and space
isn't worth even looking into. It usually
to minimize losses and costs as well as to
isn't as hard as it seems. Just look
maximize bandwidth. They do this in the
around, keeping the three main factors in
series traps by parallel- resonating the
mind as you evaluate other sites for pos- residual reactance on the reject frequency

combinations that will produce series resonance. Practically speaking, the number of
combinations is limited by available parts.
The desired Q of the circuit further
limits the design. Traps with too high aQ
store a lot of energy. This can result in
higher circulating currents and thus higher losses. A good design engineer will
find areasonable balance between loss,
rejection, cost and bandwidth that makes
use of commonly available parts.
It is certainly possible to use one element
of adirectional array as adiplexed nondirectional radiator. To do this, you have to
install filters at the towers that are not used
in addition to the regular pass/reject filters at
the common driven element.
Whether these filters provide for floating (open-circuiting), grounding ( shortcircuiting) or detuning the unused towers
on the ND frequency is usually determined by the tower height. An unused
tower that is close to 90 electrical degrees
high can be floated on the ND frequency.
A 180-degree tower would probably
be shorted and towers of other heights
may require a detuning component to
control the current flow on the unused
tower on the ND frequency.
Ishould mention that it is also sometimes
possible to use some or all the elements in
one station's directional array to create a
directional pattern for another station.
This is a rather uncommon situation,
however, but it does occur. Imention it
here because such ajoint DA use should
be considered in some circumstances. A
separate set of diplex filters must be
installed at each tower base.
We'll continue our discussion in the
next part of this series.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting.
Reach him in do RW.

Introducing Omnia-3, the all- digital audio processor
that offers all the clarity, punch and raw power of the

MILLION DOLLAR
SOUND FOR
UNDER

$ 4,000*

original Omnia. At an amazingly affordable price.
Omnia-3 includes standard features not found
anywhere dIse—like 48kHz sampling, three- band
processing,. Éigital audio inputs and outputs, integrated composite clipper, and a removable PC card
that simplifies software changes.
Impressive features aside, it's the sound that ‘ vill
blow you away. No other audio processor sounds
as good as Omnia. That's why leading broadcasters
the world covcr choose Omnia to boost ratings and
crush the competition.
For this much power— on the dial and in the marketplace— you'd expect to pay twice the price. Rut now,
you don't *lave to.
For the name of your Omnia dealer, contact us at
+ 121 6.241..3343 or visit ‘vww.omniaaudio.com.
With Omr ia, yoU lead. And others follow.

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE
rEL: + 1 216.241.3343

CLEVELAND, OH 44114
FAX: + I 216.241.4103

info@omniaaudio.com
CUTTING EDGE EUROPE
10HANNISSTRASE 6

D-85354 FREISING

TEL: + 4981 61 42 467

GERMANY

FAX: + 49 81 61 42 402

F- mail: infoeomniaaudio.com
\
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the U.S. due to duties. tr:'

eslightly higher
othee costs.

The recent NAB Radio Show in San Francisco featured so many new products we couldn't fit them all in one issue. We present more on this page and throughout this section of RW.
The following Radio World staff and writers contributed to this section: Paul Cogan, Bernie
Coz Laura De/y, Scott Fybush, Lyssa Graham, Carl Lindemann, Bill Mann, Paul McLane,
Sharon Rae Pettigrew, Ken R. and Leslie Stimson.

Acer NeWeb Partners
With Sonicbox
Acer NeWeb will brand and distribute the iRhythm, which lets consumers wirelessly control and transmit Internet radio and MP3 files from their PC to their home stereo system.
The company has a distribution partnership with Sonicbox. The iRhythm uses the
Sonicbox iM Tuning Service. Listeners can tune into stations on the broadband-optimized
iM Band or any station on the Web, and can develop and run personal MP3. Windows
Media and RealAudio playlists.
iRhythm consists of three hardware pieces: abase station, areceiver and aremote.
For information contact Acer in California at ( 408) 383-2789 or visit
www.acerneweb.net

Aeta Has Mic/Line Preamp
The PSP3 is amic/line preamp that lets you convert aconsumer portable recorder into aprofessional-level input device. It is suitable for use with consumer DAT, cassette or MD decks.
The unit weighs less than 1.4 pounds and can attach to abelt or directly to the recorder.
Features include adjustable input gain, XLR balanced in/out, phantom power, battery and
external DC power, and M/S encoding/decoding.
For information contact the company in New Jersey at ( 973) 659-0555 or visit
www.aetausa.com
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Enco Opens Euro Office
Enco Systems announced anew presence in the United Kingdom.
The office and manufacturing plant in Crawley will handle direct sales in the U.K. and
Ireland, and serve European and African dealers of its audio management systems.
"With Harris Studio Products departing the scene in the U.K, we felt that this was the
best way to be able to maintain and even enhance the high level of support that our U.K.
customers have come to expect," said Gene Novacek, president of Enco Systems.
The company retained Enco specialists who had been with Harris and Audio
Connection before the latter's acquisition by Harris.
For information contact Enco Systems in Michigan at ( 800) 362-6797 or visit
www.enco.com

FM Simplified
"David- II" - $ 2000
A SIMPLE, YET REMARKABLY
COMPETITIVE FM
PROCESSOR/GENERATOR
Even 'Goliath' audio processing can't make you
Number One in your market. Market share is
dictated by attention to demographics and selection of aformat and air personalities. Your station's
'signature' is not its 'sound,' it's embedded in its
programming.
Each day, the world over, hundreds of "David- II"
users prove that a strong, clean, non-fatiguing
sound is the best companion to successful programming. With rock-solid PWM processing and
digital-synthesis baseband coding, "David- II" more
than holds its own against complex and far more
expensive FM alternatives. Contact your preferred
supplier for a demo at your station.
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1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552. FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: infoOMovon.com

iTuner Brings
Online Audio lnhouse
At the convention, iTuner promoted Mediabox, a Linux OS-base combination Web
server, radio signal receiver and network service device.
It supports RealAudio, RealVideo, QuickTime and live MP3 formats. When working in
conjunction with an Internet service provider, Mediabox can deliver quality streams that
can be scaled to fit listener demand.
The Mediabox is priced at $4,995 with a special introductory offer of 15 percent off
through Nov. 15.
For information contact iTuner in California at (800)978-8637 or visit www.ituner.com

Surfer Network
Rides Tidal Wave
Online audio has suffered from dropouts and
other buffering problems inherent to the Internet.
Surfer Network says its proprietary technology
brings Net streams up to the same quality that
radio listeners expect.
Surfer Network has developed strategic relationships with AT&T and other technology partners and will be using ad insertion technology.
As a streaming audio content aggregator, it has
the ability to draw large audiences to the various
client sites with advertisers that might overlook
individual stations.
For information contact Surfer Network at
(973)691-7420 or visit www.surfemetwork.com

Harry Emerson, president of
Geode Electronics, Surfer's
parent company

Yes, it's really this easy.
Irtuitive, intelligent digital delivery—
DADp R0 32. Easy to learn, easy to use.
Simple to expand as you grow.
Looking is hard, the choice is easy.
CADp Ro32—from ENCO Systems.

Smarter. Faster. Better.

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

800.ENCO.SYS

www.enco.com

LPFM: A Solution to Jukebox Radio?
RW welcomes other points of view.
Write to us at radioworld@imaspub.com
or to the address on the inside back page.

opportunity to carefully select and collect
everything necessary to build asmall studio to achieve my goal: a professional,
well-engineered station, equipped with
Dear RW,
used (but not used- up) gear Ihad the
After working in radio for nearly 20
good fortune to acquire over the years.
years and having a lifelong dream of
After a bizarre chain of events four
operating a radio station of my own, I years ago, Iwas laid off following the
have been following the development of
purchase by our competitors of the
LPFM with quite some interest.
AM/FM combo where Iworked, creating
Having worked in the engineering and
anear-monopoly in this market. LPFM, I
on- air side of things, Ihave had the
felt, would provide an alternative to the
"jukebox" offerings on the dial.
THE LPFM EXPERTS
Unfortunately, following the ruling
LPB can help you:
that prevented individuals from applying
FIND afrequency
for an LPFM license and after pursuing
APPLY with the FCC
the remaining options to meet LPFM
BUILD your station
requirements, my interest has cooled
somewhat in this new class of service.

LPB
www.lpibinc.com

Since the deadline for our grouping
has come and gone, Iam hoping that
individuals will be permitted to apply for
an LP10 when that filing window opens,
barring any retroactive legal action preventing LPFM from becoming areality.
Even if that happens, there is still Part
15 AM. Ifeel there is good radio out there,
waiting to happen. With today's seemingly
endless entertainment options, " 12 continuous hits in arow" or "it's 28 minutes past
the hour" has very little appeal to atechnologically savvy audience.
But if what is on the air is localized,
has real meaning and is truly entertaining
— if the listener feels he or she is truly
cared about — those stations, whether
big or small, will succeed.
Ihope the LP10 application procedure

LPFM operation will

cause interference

ing that Isaid that FM receiver design
shortcomings caused deep reception
shadow areas. What Ireally said was that
existing deep shadow areas caused by
terrain created conditions that revealed
receiver design shortcomings.
Mr. Trapani states that adding an IF
filter to existing radios can improve
selectivity. Let's get real.
How many listeners would be competent to make such modifications? What
would it cost to hire atechnician to modify aradio? Why should listeners have to
pay to improve their receivers? What
about all those personal receivers that do
not have room for additional components?
See LPFM, page 18
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problems in many receivers in use by the public.

www.audematcom

LPB Communications, ' rc.

Ph: 978-392-2110
• Fax: 978-392-2287

(610) 644-1123

PRODUCTS for EVERY
BROADCASTER
from the
Specialists in Practical Precision Engineering.
..

Radio Design Labs
o ee

f-26é3

Local (805) 684-5415
Document Server ( 800) 391-D017
Web Page www.rdlnelcom

Does your company offer a product
or service related to LPFM?

Place your ad on
this page.
Call the Radio World Ad Sales
Department today (
BOO) 336, 3045
ext. 154 for more information.

o

— Fred Krock

Iapproached the local university about
working with any interested departments
to bring asecond level of radio service to
campus. Some questioned why it was
necessary with an NPR affiliate and a
statewide translator network already in
place; others felt " some department"
ought to be doing "something," as long as
it was someone else's department.
Sadly, the deadline passed after alot of
talk but very little action. The largest town
in the county has applied for alicense but
only plans to use it as an FM TIS. The
local paper has already questioned the
legality of the city owning aradio outlet,
fearing it will become a mouthpiece for
city-sponsored propaganda.
The county school district's response
to an inquiry was one of disinterest, stating lack of student support and construction costs (funny, considering Ioffered to
provide all the equipment ... and how
many high school-age kids do you know
who have no interest in the radio?).
Lastly, the area vocational center
would only consider the idea if Icould
guarantee a minimum 90-percent placement rate. Iam beginning to think Iam
the only one in my part of the country
who believes in what aLPFM could do.
Beyond aprofit margin, more than "nothin' but the hits." Local radio at its finest.

will have room for the neighborhood
broadcaster. You know the fellow, that
slightly crazy guy around the corner with
all the records in his basement; that gal
who cares about what is going on in her
little corner of the world, at the city
council meeting, the high school football
game, the scout troop, the PTA bake sale.
That guy or gal who truly loves radio.
Friend S. Weller
Logan, Utah

World Leaders
in Low Power FM

sbs
For full details of the complete
sbs low power FIVI product range
Contact:

Dear RW,
You published my Guest Commentary
about the interference potential of LPFM
caused by FM receiver shortcomings in
the June 21 issue.
In the Sept. 13 issue, aletter was published from Jim Trapani replying to my
commentary.
The letter from Mr. Trapani reminds
me of the days when Iworked on tape
recordings of President Eisenhower's
news conferences. A reporter would ask a
question and Mr. Eisenhower's reply frequently had no bearing on the question
asked. In those days, presidential news
conferences were not broadcast live for
fear a slip of the tongue could cause an
international incident.
Mr. Trapani misquoted me by imply-

Broadcasters General Store
(352) 622 7700

ruCcf£1

Turn- Key
LPFM
Systems

-Transmitters
-Mixers
-Mics
-Tronsmistion Line
-Antennas
-Wireless Feeds

Simple- Affordable- Reliable
Phone: 770.964.3530

Fax. 770.964.2222

Telos Digital Talkshow Systems
It takes you by surprise: the occasional
phone call so clear and clean, you'd
swear your ca ler was in the very
next roan. What if your callers could
always sound tF is close and personal?
Introducrig the new generation of
digital ta k show systems from Telos
With intuitive, easy- to- use controls
that help make your talk segments
smooth and error free (whether you're
juggling a few calls or a few dozen)
and the latest advances in digital
phone hybrids from the company that
invented them. Never have your callers
sounded so consistently loud

Talk radio is suddenly intimate

and

crystal clear - it's the next best thing to
having them there. Don't just talk to
your audience... get intimate.

Telos Systems. Connected.

Telos TVV0x12 —
Integrated Talkshow System
Using POTS or ISDN lines, the TWOx12 handles up to 12 callers on two built-in cbgital hyb -Ids

www.teios-systems.com

The intuitive phone controller tames even the wildest talk shows.

TELOS

SYSTEMS

NORTH

AMERICA:

+ 1 216.241.7225 •

TELOS

SYSTEMS

EUROPE

+ 49.81.61.42.467
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Media Site Manager Creates Local Portal

GlobalMedia To Work
With Bela Karolyi

Media Site Manager is acommunity-based portal directed at radio stations.
The portal uses individual passwords that allow clubs, organizations and groups to enter
information relevant to the
I
station's listeners. The com..
_.
Tidnifs13.9e
j
pany offers a community
0t.:... c.a.
events calendar by merging
Performonco Von Con Trait
all of the information into a
database.
•••••••••••••••
eat
Media Site Manager offers a
support desk and aids stations
in developing content. Revenue
through banner ads is shared
with Media Site Manager.
For information call (888)
956-8674 or visit www.mediasitemanager.com

Streaming and e-services company GlobalMedia.com launched aWeb site with 4Kids
Entertainment Inc.
The company is working with 4Kids to produce the site, which brings gymnastics coach
Bela Karolyi to the Internet. Karolyi,
who has coached 28 Olympians, is
the national coordinator of the U.S.
women's Olympic gymnastics team.
Girlsgymnastics.com, by Bela
Karolyi , is the online home of
Karolyi, experts and guests. They
share their secrets to success to
help girls be the best gymnasts
they can be.
For information c=call ( 250)
322-2282 or visit the Web site at
www.4kidsentertainmentinc.com
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Introducing AfXS3: Scott Studios'
Affordable New Digital System
AXS(pronounced ax'-cess) 3is the third generation of the most
popular digital automation for radio! AXS is in its second decade as
the premier satellite system and digital cart replacement.
AXS 3is also radio's first affordable music on hard drive system
with triple overlap to three separate console faders. Your live
jocks get the ultimate in level control and mixing ability For
unattended operation, AXS 3's voice trax auto-fades music
under voices smoothly, bypassing the console.
Air Studio Production Bonus: AXS 3also gives you another
stereo production output and record input. You can record and
edit phone calls or spots and auto-delay news and audition them
in acue speaker while playing triple overlap on the air!
Premium Hard Drives: The 3also tells you that AXS 3gives
you a 3 year limited warranty on hard drives. AXS 3 uses
exceptionally reliable and fast 10,000 RPM 18GB (or 2,0GB) hard
drives from top quality suppliers (like IBM, Seagate, Western
Digital and others you trust) to keep your precious commercials,
jingles and other recordings always at your fingertips. Other
systems cut corners with slower and less reliable drives that
sometimes choke and sputter with triple overlap and music
from hard drive. AXS 3won't jeopardize your cash flow with
unreliable drives that might crash.
Awesome Sound Quality: AXS 3 uses only the best nonproprietary +4balanced digital audio cards by Audio Science.
These are also sold by most of the major brands of digital systems,
but only in their top-of-the-line models costinglotsmore than AXS
3. Scott Studios uses premium audio cards i
n all our systems,
although AXS 3 software will work with any good Wmdows
sound card. Of course, if any card develops aproblem, we'll
replace it under warranty. You'll also be able to get these nonproprietary audio cards from us, the manufacturer, and several
other vendors of high end digital audio systems.
Easy to Use: AXS 3was designed by jocks, for jocks. It's 100%
intuitive. AXS 3's big on-screen intro timer and separate
countdown timers on every deck make pacing asnap.
If you know how to work cart decks, you know how to work
AXS 3. It's so simple, everyone can run it!
AXS 3 has big
buttons. Other systems use complex multi-step mouse mazes.
AXS 3gets things done with one simple touch.
MP3 Import: AXS 3plays MP3's, MPEG II and uncompressed
(linear) recordings.
The Music's Easy: AXS 3is delivered with your music library
already pre-dubbed for you at no extra charge. AXS 3 also
comes with Scott's time-saving TLC (Trim, Label & Convert) CD
Ripper software. It runs in your Program Director's computer
and uses aCD ROM drive to digitally transfer 5minute songs to
hard drive in 15-30 seconds.
The Best Voice Tracking: AXS 3works with Scott's optional
Voice Trax. Announcers hear surrounding music and spots in
their headphones in order to match their voice to the moods and
tempos of the music.
The Best Air Studio Recording: AXS 3's built-in recorder has
a graphic waveform editor for ease of recording and editing
phone calls, spots, news or announcer lines. AXS 3's log editor
lets you add new items to your schedule.
Quality Hardware: You get an industrial Pentium III rack mount
Windows computer and a1RU (1-3/4") tall case is available when
space is tight Jocks can use akeyboard or mouse, or optional
button box or touch screen for fast control.
(972) 620-2211
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FAX: ( 972) 620-8811
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(800) SCOTT- 77

Columbine,
Enterprise Form
Encoda
The merger of software company
Enterprise with Columbine JDS creates a
global provider of broadcast and ad business services covering major media,
including radio and ad agencies. The
merged company, Encoda Systems,
seeks to provide Internet-related products and services.
CJDS provides technology solutions
for the ad buying/selling process within
electronic media markets. With the
acquisition last year of DA, it can offer
automated transmission systems and
services.
For information contact David Netz in
Colorado at (303) 390-8239 or send email to mergerinfo@cjds.com

FamilyNet Produces
Religious Programs

11111111111111111111111.
Jocks love AXS 3, (shown with Scott Studios' 1RU
rack mount case and optional flat panel touchscreen).
AXS 3 works with three cart players on the right side
of the AXS 3 screen.
The program log (at left)
automatically loads the decks, or you can insert
anything from pick lists. The far left of AXS 3 has 12
Hot Keys that can play any time at a touch of a
Function key.
The Best Tech Support: Toll-free emergency phone support
is available 24 hours aday, 7days aweek (including holidays).
Software updates with new features are available for AXS 3
customers several times per year to stations on our annual
support plan.
Easiest to Install: AXS 3comes with apre-wired connections
to CAT5 LAN cables for snap-in installation on the AXS3 end of
the wiring. Satellite control logic is also aplug-in snap. Your first
two satellite audio connections for music format and news
network, as well as another for your production console, are
built into AXS 3so interface cards or external switchers are not
required.
LAN and WAN: AXS 3and other MPEG and uncompressed
WAVE Scott Systems use the same recordings. You don'thave to
dub the same spot several times for several stations.
The Best Production Studios: AXS 3 is compatible with
popular multi-track systems you may already have, like Sound
Forge, Vegas, Cool Edit Pro, Fast Edit and others. Simply add
our time-saving $500 no-dub instant LAN spot upload option.
AXS 3is Affordable: Satellite AXS 2systems start at $7,995
including built-in GPI and switcher. Triple overlap AXS 3
includes AXS 2and adds 18GB of music on hard drive for only
$9,995 delivered.
For details, check scottstuclios.com or
axs3.com or call 800 SCOTT-77.

.5cetee Steedide

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

FamilyNet Radio produces five weekly
religious programs: "Powerline" (hot AC),
"MasterControl" ( magazine/talk-show
format), "Country Crossroads"(country
hits, artist interviews), "On Track"(contemporary Christian music with artist
interviews) and "The Baptist Hour"
(Christian music, teachings by Frank
Pollard).
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Broadcast Data
Consultants
Does Windows
Broadcast Data Consultants unveiled
The Music Director II software, which
can be used with the company's Traffic
C.O.P traffic software to produce an integrated traffic and music log.
The company also moved its original
Music Director software from a DOS
platform to Windows.
Broadcast Data Consultants is marketing the software to smaller- market stations by offering discounts for the first
stations to sign up.
For information call (800) 275-6204
or visit www.broadcastdata.com

BroadcastAmerica.com
Aims at Urban
Markets
BroadcastAmerica.com introduced an
addition to its family of streaming radio
sites. BroadcastUrban.com will focus on
urban-formatted stations, beginning with
WHUR-FM in Washington, and Stevie
Wonder's Los Angeles station, KILH-FM.

Comedy World positions itself as the
first 24-hour "all-comedy" independent
radio network that produces and broadcasts original comedy- talk radio programming. The network mixes live
audio, streaming video, animation, interactive features and games.

Comedy World programming is original, and features such talent as Sandra
Bernhard, Bobby Slayton, Sue Murphy
and Beth Lapides.
It serves stations looking for a new
way to draw the 18-34 male demographic
and comedy fans in search of edgy topical humor. Stations can join Comedy
World 24 hours a day or syndicate individual shows.
Comedy World will begin broadcasting
its programming nationally, on the Sirius
Satellite Radio Network, as well as in several local markets across the country.
For information, call (310) 255-6504
or e-mail to davebecomedyworld.com
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BroadcastUrban.com will also feature
programming from Stank Radio, asyndicated music show produced by the hiphop group OutKast.
The company is adding 41 stations
owned by Regent Communications to its
list of streaming-audio partners.
For information contact the company
in Maine at (207) 321-5100 or check out
the Web site at www.broadcasturban.com

DYI Fans Tune
In to C.A.R. Show
Every weekend The C.A.R. Show,
hosted by Roger Kwapich and Dan
Pietras, can be heard on more than 200
affiliates.
The acronym C.A.R. stands for
Consumer Automotive Repair, and for
two hours each week, these gentlemen
make their experience available on a
barter basis to stations from Presque Isle,
Maine, to Mendocino, Calif.

Lightningcast
Launches
PSA Initiative
Lightningcast invited nonprofit organizations to submit PSAs for airplay on
its recently launched affiliate network as
ashowcase of its ad insertion technology.
The PSAs could potentially reach an
audience of approximately 25 million listeners. The technology also allows for
targeting the right segments within the
millions online.
Lightningcast says inserting ads into
streaming media allows marketers
greater accuracy in targeting audiences
than has been possible in traditional
mass-market media. Its affiliate network
partners include 2000radio.com,
ChoiceRadio.com, ClickLive.com,
CyberRadio2000.com, DiscJockey.com,
e-RadioLive, Kundi, Morfeo.com and
RadioAlbany.com.
For information call Lightningcast in
Virginia at ( 703) 535-5806 or visit
www.lightningcast.com
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Pair of Shows From
Home & Garden

Production Music in

Two radio talk shows are offered by
Home & Garden Radio, according to
Rick Starr, vice president and general
manager.

Groove Addicts released two new CD
demos of its musical ID jingles.
"Wired" showcases CHR and hot A/C
formats with packages created for
KIIS(FM), CHUM(FM), KSTP(FM),
KZZP(FM) and others.
The "A Culture" demo is geared more
toward traditional adult contemporary
formats with packages for WPCH(FM),
BBC Radio 2, WASH(FM), KODA(FM),
WJXA(AM) and WLYT(FM).
According to Debra Grobman, director of broadcast relations, the firm also
has seven production libraries under the
umbrella name "Who Did That Music?"
Library titles include WDTM, Gravity,
Revolution, Ignite, Mindbenders, and
two libraries imported from the United
Kingdom: Unity and BPM.
For information call (800)400-6767
or visit www.grooveaddicts.com
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Video Invoices Radio
Nick Federoff
"You can hear tips on home construction and remodeling from Jim and Morris
Carey on ashow called 'On the House,'
which airs four hours every weekend,"
said Starr.
"Our other show is ' Nick Federoff on
Gardening. —
The shows are delivered via satellite
or tape delay. Each program is also available in aone-minute daily tip format.
For information contact Home &
Garden Radio in Tennessee at (423) 4704029 or visit www.hgtv.com

Video Networks Inc. applies its electronic trading technology to the radio
industry.
VNI's application services allows stations to transmit invoices to advertising
agencies electronically, using their existing infrastructure and without investing
in additional hardware or software.
This eliminates the need for stations
to depend on paper invoices to bill agencies or advertisers and it makes radio ad
time easier to buy and sell.
For information call ( 770) 619-0801
or visit www.vninet.com

RADIO FREQUENCY
SYSTEMS
01.811%ii0

01111111%»0 RFS Broadcast

Arbitron Methods,
Terms Online

Roger Kvvapich and
Dan Pietras, from left
The show can be received via satellite
or on CD. Participating stations can have
their Web sites linked to the C.A.R.
Show site to reach more than 2 million
visitors.
For information contact The C.A.R.
Show in Ohio at (419) 878-0444 or visit
the
company
Web
site
at
www.thecarshow.com

The Arbitron Co. made its products
easier to use with free online software.
Anyone can log onto www.arbitron.com
and take astep-by-step tutorial.
"There are modules for Tapscan, PD
Advantage and other products," said
Diane Woodard, manager, customer analysis/research. "You can also find aglossary of
terms and other helpful features."

ARBITRON
A Cendian Company

Additional free products are available
from Arbitron online including the
"American Radio Listening Trends"
report in the Ratings, Reports and
Studies section of the home page.
For information call (410) 312-8442
or visit www.arbitron.com

Total Systems Solutions
for FM Radio
• Complete RF Systems
for FM Radio
• Broadband or Single
channel
• Feeders, rigid line,
switching units, pressurization equipment
• Range of combiners
from Starpoint

RFS Broadcast
59 Dodge Ave
North Haven CT, 06473

through to Balanced
• Horizontal, vertical

tel + 1203 239 3311

and circularly polar-

fax + 1203 239 9260

ized applications

info@rfsbroadeast.cont
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Your Site: Time to Make the Rounds
* * *

John Bisset
Weather is turning colder. Autumn is a
perfect time to spend some time at the
transmitter site, buttoning things up for
the colder seasons.
As you drive up to each facility, check
your gate lock. Bring along acan of penetrating oil to spray inside the lock. You
will appreciate how quick you can get
into the property when the temperature is
in the single digits.

Looking for really good protection?
Take afew station caps or T-shirts along
with your visit to civil service authorities.
The fire, rescue, police or, for that matter,
the power or utility companies will
appreciate your kindness.
When Iwas chiefing stations, Ihad
direct access to both power and phone
company emergency repair — talk about
looking like you can pull a rabbit from

directional array to go whacky.
Remember, when you spot aproblem
with adirectional array, don't adjust the
phasor until you have made athorough
inspection of the site.
The burned transformer in Figure 2
was due to abroken ground strap. The
strap shorted the windings of the transformer and you can see the results.
* * *
Yes, some arrays are just simply unstable. Others stay rock steady and amajor
shift in the antenna monitor parameters
usually points to acomponent failure —
perhaps a capacitor has blown, a coil
winding shorted or aJ-plug is missing.
Iremember aphasor where the J-plug
jacks were mounted on the roof of the
phasor. This placed the J- plugs in an
upside-down position. They were always
titlling out, qu.iting the station off.

Fig. 2: Austin Ring transformer damage
for that matter, dirt bikes.
Want to ruin your AM coverage in a
hurry? Then it is possible lose half your
radials because deer have trampled them
or adirt bike track runs right over them
when they are exposed.

Fig. 1: Damaged door
If your locks are old. you might consider switching to the four-digit combination locks that Master manufactures. You
can set your own combination, which
will cut down on the number of keys you
carry, to say nothing of being able to
keep the site secure should you need to
change the combination.
Another good addition is asign advising whom to contact in case of an emergency — if your gate or fence does not
already have one.
To avoid vandalism, keep the station
logo or calls off the sign — your cell
phone or pager number can work. While
you're at it, notify both the local police
precinct and the fire/rescue department of
the contact numbers.

any hat! It only takes a minute and the
payback is ahundredfold.
Keep acritical eye open as you drive
up to the building.
Figure Ishows the deterioration of a
door, damaged by water. The door has
rotted from within and will shortly provide access to either animals or vandals.
These are the kind of problems of which
you need to be aware.
Fig. 3: Exposed ground radials invite a citation

* * *
As you walk to the tower, watch for
obvious burns, arcing or similar damage.
In addition to causing the tower lights to
fail, the burned Austin Ring transformer,
seen in Figure 2, shorted, causing the

We finally used wire ties to hold them
in place. The lesson here is to look for
the obvious, first.
Figure 3 is aviolation waiting to happen. The FCC inspectors don't like
exposed radials. Neither do animals — or

It's nice to see the condition of the
radials when they are exposed, but after
you've determined they are in good
shape, get them covered up.
The small plants growing outside the
See WORKBENCH, page 18

Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate

•Off- air operation with 8 station presets
•High- resolution displays for deviation,
audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath
•Accurate and affordable

off- air measurements
•Easy- to- read, peak- hold modulation
d splay
•Alarm and RS- 232 data outputs
Companion active antenna option
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Studer Creates Radio Broadcasting Solutions

High quality for small budgets
Studer's legendary precision engineering is now available to radio
professionals in acompact and inexpensive digital package.
The On- Air 1000 is a 10-fader digital console with alarge graphical
user interface and intuitive ergonomics. Sharing the same operating
philosophy and impressive feature set that has made the On-Air 2000 so
successful, the On- Air 1000 integrates seamlessly with radio automation
Over the last 50 years, Studer's name
has become synonymous with reliability.
Thousands of radio broadcasters all

Studer
North America

Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3

their professional reputations in our

Phone + 1416 510-1347
Fax + 1416 510-1294

1111 !!.
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hoed.-

eMail studer@ mail.studer.ca

will not let them down.
Because it is by Studer.

solution.

Main Office:

over the world put their trust and

hands. Because our technology

systems such as Suder's DigiMedia to provide the complete broadcast

I

www.studer.ch
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The new Studer On-Air 1000 Digital Broadcasting Console
Studer Headquarters: Switzerland - 41 I870 75 11 / Direct Subsidiaries: Austria + 43 1865 16 76 0 / France + 33 145 14 47 80 / Germany + 49 621 777 08-0 / UK + 44 208 953 67 19 / Japan + 81 334 65 22 11 / Singapore + 65 225 51 15
Sales Offices: New York + 1917 439-5824 Nashville + 1615 3C0-4827 Los Angeles + I818 841-4600
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Radio Unica Fills
Hispanic Niche

MyCity.com Creates
Local Portal

Radio
Uoica

MyCity.com
MyCity can help stations seeking to
become the window to their local communities online with its Media Partner program, aco- branding arrangement that
makes the local MyCity.com site an extension of the station's online presence. The
product includes local info from more
than 100 MyCity.com content partners,
interactive features and MyWebkit, aline
of e-business products and services for the
local small business community.
For information contact MyCity.com
in Miami at ( 305) 531-7139 or visit
www.mycity.com

LPFM
Continued from page 12
In many cases, the interference is
caused by non- linearity in the RF
stages and mixers ahead of the IF
stages. One study by areceiver designer
revealed that the apparent sensitivity of
some typical component FM tuners
decreased by an order of magnitude
when an external antenna was connected in atypical suburban location. IF filters are not likely to make much
improvement here.
Mr. Trapani discussed capture effect
in FM receivers. He compared signal
strengths of a 100- kW station with a
10-W station. Iwould like to remind
Mr. Trapani that most FM stations operate with much less than 100 kW of
power and that the first LPFM stations
will operate with 100 W, not 10 W.
Mr. Trapani compares field strength of
the two stations at the same distances. He
conveniently neglects the inverse square

Workbench

Radio Unica is aradio network that
broadcasts 24 hours aday in Spanish.
With information, sports and news,
Radio Unica reaches about 80 percent
of the Hispanic population of the
United States.
The network, based in Miami, features
well-known personalities such as Pedro
Sevcec, Doctor Isabel, Jorge Ramos and
Cristina Saralegui.

With more than 50,000 hometowns,
MyCity.com says it is America's largest
local community portal. It focuses on the
needs of residents with information on
local government, parks, neighborhoods,
events, services, schools, real estate,
news, entertainment, sports, shopping,
weather and more.

November 8, 2000

One popular programming feature
on the network is soccer. Additional
future sports programming will include
the 2004 Summer Olympics and Copa
America 2001 and 2003.
The network boasts new fully digital
studios and transmitting equipment.
For information contact Radio Unica
in Florida at (305) 463-5000 or visit
www.radiounica.com

law that relates signal strength to distance
from the transmitting antenna. At 100
miles from a 100-W station and 50 miles
from a 100- kW station, which signal
would win?
Mr. Trapani reports on an experiment
comparing interference to a 10-W signal from a20-kW signal 15 miles away.
(I would be very interested in seeing a
copy of the FCC permit for this experimental operation.) He reports that
beyond 1,250 feet, the 10- watt signal
did not interfere with the 20-kW signal.
He is silent about interference to the
20- kW signal closer than 1,250 feet
from the 10-W transmitter.
Although the shade of President
Eisenhower probably would be proud
of Mr. Trapani's performance, he did
very little to refute my position that
LPFM operation will cause interference
problems in many receivers in use by
the public.
Fred Krock
Engineering Supervisor
KQED-FM
San Francisco

Continued from page 16
tower fence can be curbed. Cover the
earth with landscaping fabric or black
plastic, then a cover of pea gravel.
Sand, as shown in the photo, works
too, except the wind can slowly
remove it, making the task of keeping
the radials covered anever ending one.
* * *
As you inspect the ground system at
the base of your tower, look for loose
or broken connections — this includes
grounds on FM towers, too.
Many AM sites have tied their galvanized fencing into the ground system. Inspect these connections, especially where dissimilar metals are
used.
Remember that any ground radials,
strap or screen repairs are to be made
with silver solder. Use a MAPP gas
torch — available at hardware stores.
It's simpler to use than an acetylene
torch and produces ahotter flame than
standard hand-held gas torches, so the
job gets done quicker.
We've only begun to touch on damaged components. Next time we'll
inspect them more closely.
* * *
In our recent NAB Transmitter
workshop,
Martin
Cooper
of

Fi g. 4: Grounding the fence at an AM tower site

NEW! DigiStor 11 is here!
An all new digital audio recorder with dozens of uses!
DigiStor II is ideal for network news delay, traffic reports, translator IDs,
weather reports, call- in telephone info lines, message- on- hold, news &
actuality lines, travelers information radio, sound effects....

DigiStor II has all the features of the " original"
DigiStor and a lot more!
MORE MESSAGES...8 messages with random access
MORE TIME...8 or 16 minute recording capacity
MORE AUDIO...6.5kHz B/W, 60dB S/N, 1% Dist.
MORE USES...with auto- answer telco coupler

Transcom, aused transmitter buyer and
reseller, offered some tips on getting
the most out of your used transmitter.
First, any transmitter built prior to
1975 has a limited value in today's
market. A 10-year-old transmitter may
return 10 percent or more of its new
value, depending on its condition. A
20- year- old transmitter may return
only 5percent.
Cooper warned that astation couldn't obviate or transfer its responsibility
with regard to PCB oil filled devices
(capacitors and transformers) found in
many older transmitters.
His advice? Get your local power
company to remove and dispose of
them — don't sell atransmitter to anyone with PCB capacitors or transformers inside.
What's the biggest factor that determines resale cost? Cooper says adequate maintenance, cleanliness and
properly documented changes top the
list. Surprisingly, an accurate tech
manual and schematics figure into the
overall value — as do spare parts.
mi
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission
to ( 703) 323-8044 or send e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com

HENRY

ENGINEERING

www.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077
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PC keyboani input
for text entry

Even among professional CD

The CDR-W66 (not shown) adds

recorders, the Sony CDR-W33

balanced XLR analog and AES/EBU

and CDR-W66 stand apart.

digital I/O plus 2X speed duplication

Three DSP functions fine-tune

with asecond CDR-W66.

your sources.* There's alimiter
SBM, EQ and Limiter

with adjustable ratio. A 3-band
EQ. And Super Bit Mapping.
circuitry that captures near 20-bit
quality on industry-standard 16-bit
compact discs. Conveniences
include wired or wireless remote
operation and even aPC keyboard
input for CD TEXT- entry. Sony's
24-bit A/D and D/A converters

The Sony CDR-W33 and CDR-W66
deliver the design and operational
capabilities that professional
applications require. And you
get every last bit of performance
without spending your every last
dime. To find out more, call
1- 800-472-SONY, ext. CDR.
*Analog sources only on CDR-W33.

help maintain resolution.
The CDR-W33 uses standard
unbalanced analog audio, SPDIF
and optical digital I/0.

SONIC
1-800-472-SONY ext. CDR

w-

02000 Sony Electronics Inc All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without wrdlen permission is prohdotted.
Fete,Or and specrlications are sulsect to change without noloce. Sony. Super Bd Mapping and CD TEXT on trademarks cot Sony

©1999 Harris Corporation.

The Harris STL PLUS.
Your green light to add more stations.

In today's rapidly consolidating radio industry, the race is on to buy stations. And the
pressure's on to cut costs by sharing station resources. The STL PLUS by Intraplex is the
industry's most widely used true digital transport solution, allowing you to link multiple
transmitter sites and studio locations and share program audio, data, even telephone
services.

UMW
The STL PLUS offers unmatched
transmission robustness
and reliability.

With a single STL PLUS system, you can handle one-way or bi-directional

STL/TSL traffic over any distance or terrain. Consolidate LAN/WANs. And remotely
control transmitters and broadcast facilities— for increased efficiency.

With STL PLUS,

next level solutions

you have the green light for smooth integration of your next station. And the next.

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

GOVERNMENT

NETWORK

800-622-0022 • www.harris.com

SUPPORT
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Next Up: Baby Boomers' Babies
Ken R. & Laura Dely
The children of the baby boomers will
direct the course of radio programming
for the next 10 years.
According to John Parikhal, CEO of
Joint Communications, the biggest population boom since the one that followed
World War II will begin to affect programming definitively in the first decade
of the 21st century.

MANAGEMENT CORNER

Niche
Audiences
Are Gold

revenue generators, but adult contemporary comes out on top with $ 1.48 billion,
followed closely by country at $ 1.43 billion and news/talk at $ 1.35 billion.
Just below the leaders are contemporary hit radio with $1.10 billion and urban
stations with $982 million in revenue.
"State of the Radio Industry 2000,"
prepared by BIA Financial Network,
identified the top-billing station in the
United States as WFAN(AM) in New
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"You'll see more new music and top40 formats, more New Kids on the Block
and Boyz II Men — which are all the
same band anyway."
Parilchal joked in the ' 60s these same
bands were called Herman's Hermits.
According to Interep, news/talk is the
most popular format, followed closely by
adult contemporary, then country, in the
adults 18-plus cume.
These three formats lead the list of

Hispanic

2.6%

6.7%

BLAS
fn

network

York, which airs asports/talk format.
WFAN billed more than $60 million in
1999. The No. 2 biller, WXRK(FM), is
also in New York. The alternative rock formatted station billed $53.3 million in 1999.
The BlAfn report suggests that country is the most effective format nationally,
with a weighted audience rating of 10.9
percent. Adult contemporary followed
closely with 10.7 and contemporary hit
radio with 10.6 percent.

integrator of broadcasting systems

WE

don't just sEll products

WE

offEr solutions

Vincent M. Ditingo
Radio executives who identify and
define target demographics in today's
media marketplace can achieve awinning program strategy.
The better the "quality" of the
overall audience, the better the sell.
To that end, even if astation does not
lead in a select, upscale 25- to- 54year- old demographic, it can still
record healthy advertising sales if it
attracts even apart of that audience.
"SS
One principal way to gage the
inherent strength of aformat is to see
what kind of programming is garnering the highest "power ratio" — that
is, the format that does the best job in
converting audiences into revenue.
Enter sports radio.
According to BIA Research, the
all-sports format, which entails sports
talk, news and play-by-play programming, tops the list of all major format
power ratios at 1.55.
Simply stated, this means that
sports radio tends to "oversell" their
See SPORTS, page 38

See TRENDS, page 26
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control
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BlAfn explained that these figures
mean that almost 11 percent of all listeners in Arbitran rated markets listen to
country, slightly fewer listen to AC and
contemporary hit formats.
BlAfn took the entire population of all
Arbitron rated markets and then determined which percentage each market's
population represents in order to calculated aformats relative popularity nationally.
Another important statistic in the
BIAfn report: Spanish formats grew
about 65 percent in weighted audiences
nationwide over the last five years while
country was the big loser, down 31.5 percent over the same period.
"News and talk formats are marvelously adaptable,— said Larry Rosin,
president of Edison Media Research.
"The FM talk stations will continue to
grow with their rock and roll attitude and
younger people who didn't grow up with it
will like the format as they grow older."
BlAfn noted that a newcomer to the
top 10 station revenue producers is
KLSX(FM) in Los Angeles, which billed
an estimated $38.4 million in 1999 with
its young adult talk format.
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Hispanic Listeners Use Radio More
Steve Sullivan

"Spanish radio is the same as
English radio — only in Spanish."
That statement was made at arecent
Radio and Television News Directors
Association convention by Josivan
Padilla, news director at Hispanic
Broadcasting Corp.'s WADO(AM) in
New York City.
Padilla's point is that there are many
formats within the Spanish- language
radio, just as there are in English- language radio: from news and sports to
various styles of music and talk.
Combine arapidly growing Hispanic
population in the United States, the
tremendous cross-over appeal of artists
such as Ricky Martin and Christina
Aguilera and an annual economic
growth rate that outpaces that of the
nation on the whole and you can why
Hispanic radio is muy caliente.

the raw time spent listening annually
averages out to about three hours
longer per week.
You see that in the ratings of the stations, Bohan said. They're not just drive- time driven like some of the general
market formats.
"The reason is that the Hispanic
market doesn't have saturation in other
media. You have two major Spanishlanguage television networks, but they
broadcast the same thing all across the
U.S. But when you look at the Hispanic
population overall, it encompasses
many different cultures. There are people from Mexico, the Dominican
Kathleen Bohan

Consolidation
is having a favorable

Population, ratings, revenue

"It
cl three-pronged situation, - said
Kathleen Bohan, vice president for
research and marketing at Katz
Hispanic Media. "First comes population, then comes ratings and then comes
revenue. The Hispanic population is
growing five to seven times faster than
the nonethnic population, and it's a
group that's being underserved."
The United States Census Bureau
projected that as of July 2000, there
were more than 32 million Hispanics
living in the United States, representing
11.8 percent of the total population. The
bureau further predicts those numbers
will increase to nearly 44 million and
14.6 percent by the end of this decade.
And these millions are listening to
their radios.
According to Bohan, if you look at
the raw numbers, Hispanics across all
markets are 20 to 30 percent more likely to be listening to radio at any given
time than the nonethnic audience, and

impact on the format.

Republic, Cuba and lots of other
places. Radio has the ability to offer
multiple formats in each market so you
can serve all the different segments."
Consolidation is having a favorable
impact on the format. As big groups
such as Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.,
Spanish Broadcasting System and
Radio Unica come into markets, they
have the resources to buy more and
stronger signals.
"Signals play a huge role," said
Bohan. "The better your signal, the better your ratings.
"To this day, Spanish radio has more
AM stations than FM stations, which is
rare for music- driven formats. But as
more FM stations with better signals
are being purchased by Spanish-lan-

guage broadcasters, the ratings are
exponentially going through the roof."
Advertisers know about all of the
above. They know this, too: that the
purchasing power of the Hispanic community in the United States is estimated
at nearly $ 350 billion. While the
nation's economy as a whole grows at
an average of 3 percent annually, within the Hispanic market it has grown 65
percent over the past eight years.
Advertisers are able to get better
returns on their efforts by targeting
Hispanics than by competing in the
oversaturated English- language market.
"Spanish radio is unique in that it
has continued to grow from year to
year to year, because every year in
every market it's getting a little bit
more Hispanic," said Bohan.
"The radio offers a local community
language. If you're an immigrant, you
don't have a lot of things that are programmed directly to you that are the
voice of your own community. Radio
has aconnection because of its interactivity in general. But in a population
that's not saturated by other media, it's
even stronger. It's acultural touchstone
for people."
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Radio News Format Is aSurvivor
Steve Sullivan
Radio news is asurvivor.
Through the years it has managed to
hold its own against newspapers, television and cable. Today, you can add the
Internet and agrowing number of wireless devices to the mix. It's a crowded
media mix, with everyone looking for
some distinct advantage to attract an
audience.
"Radio is basic information, and perhaps the worst thing we could do is try to
be like television or the newspaper," said
Tom Petersen, news director for
Chicago's WGN(AM).

In addition, radio news could do well
to exploit its localism. The Radio and
Television News Directors Foundation
recently released findings of anews listener survey conducted earlier this year.

We can still

for WBAL(AM) in Baltimore. "Franchise
areas that had been traditionally left to
radio are now being done by TV"
Miller said there are four keys to making radio news stand out from the glut of

put a story on the air faster

than TV, the Internet and newspapers. That's
the advantage we should continue to exploit.
Mark Miller

— Tom Petersen

Maura Clancey
"TV news is seeing an erosion of its
audience and newspapers are having circulation problems, but radio is stronger
than ever. As for the Internet, it's an
excellent source of information, but not
as portable or accessible as radio."
Petersen says radio's immediacy sets it
apart from the competition.
"We can still put a story on the air
faster than TV, the Internet and newspapers. When a story breaks, chances are
most people get first word of it from
radio and that's the advantage we should
continue to exploit."

Among the findings were that, behind
music, news is the second reason people
tune into radio, and it occupies half of all
listening time. Perhaps the biggest
endorsement for radio news is the study's
conclusion that "local news and information ultimately may be the one distinguishing factor that can keep audiences
tuned into local radio."
Maura Clancey is vice president of
Statistical Research Inc., the Westfield,
N.J., company that designed and conducted the RTNDF survey.
"One theme that ran through the survey was that radio is alocal medium. No
matter if we were talking about how people are defining news in general, or what
people are looking for from radio, or
what they're getting from radio, people
said they want radio to give them information on community events, community
problems and community solutions.
"Local is key in people's minds as to
what radio news is all about."
But it's often at the local level where
stations are faced with the fiercest competition.
"In our market there's been tremendous growth in morning television news
shows," said Mark Miller, news director

The Wizard'

local competition.
"First, we have to promote the fact that
we're still the most mobile, portable
medium. Second, we've got to keep in
mind that content is king. We're very
conscious of story life. While our morning TV competition is rehashing last
night's news, we get arush doing stories
that are fresh.

spot news is going to change until every
aspect of the story is nailed down. Some
people don't understand that is part of
what radio is about. Radio is always
changing because it's constant.
Television is not constant."
An encouraging revelation from the
RTNDF survey is that listeners' attitudes
don't always reflect their behaviors.
"A lot of things live in the shadow of
television. When we asked people where
they turn for news, most of the attitudes

has gone
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The American Radio News Audience Survey
The American Radio News Audience Survey is free to
working press or $ IO for others. Call Mark Thalhimer
at ( 202) 467-5213 or send e-mail to marlertndforg
"Third, is personality. It still comes
down to achoice of whom people feel
comfortable with. And fourth is credibility. You have to be right. Even with something as small as school closings, if you
get it wrong, people won't trust to come
back to you next time."
"I think adding to the credibility concern is the general population's lack of
understanding of the environment in
which we operate," said Miller.
"If you hear something in the morning,
generally you're getting astory that's still
unfolding. The information you get in

— particularly in younger people —
favor TV news.
"But when you look at where the
younger people actually get their news,
it's from radio. TV looms large, but you
shouldn't worry too much because people
are listening. Ithink radio is very healthy
because in terms of where they're actually going, asubstantial proportion of people are getting their news from radio: Sieve Sullivan, co-founder of the
Advanced Interactive Media Group LLC,
lives near Austin, Texas.
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News/talk has the highest AQH share,
15.8, according to Arbitron. AC is aclose
second with 15.3 AQH share.
According to Interep Research, the
news talk format has more than tripled its
audience since 1990 in the 18-plus cume.
Divide and conquer
The oldies format has doubled its audience since 1990 in the 18- plus cume,
according to Mary Ann Slepavic, vice
president of research at Interep Research.
Perikhal believes the baby boomers'
kids have set the stage for afurther fragmentation of oldies formats.
"You've already seen jammin' oldies...
now you'll start seeing mood driven formats like hard rock (oldies)."
Rosin also predicted that the format
due for the greatest change is oldies.
"As the audience ages there are two
possibilities," said Rosin. "Advertisers will
go with the older audience or oldies stations will have to go back to the AM dial."
Rosin said advertisers show little interest in the 55-plus age group.
Other formats will also split to gain
market share, Parikhal said.
"The hip-hop format is powered now
by freshness, but in afew years you may
see hip- hop oldies," said Parikhal.
"Classic rock will also fragment."
Rosin believes radio is not paying sufficient attention to the enormous trend
among young listeners to tune in rap and
hip-hop.
"For the first time in years, there is a
big generation gap in music," said Rosin.
"Above the age of 22, the taste for rap
drops dramatically, and since most stations
are concerned with their adult listenership,
they have steered clear!'
Rosin believes these formats will grow
only if advertisers tell stations they are
interested in young listeners.
But whither rap and hip- hop in the

future?
"I think 60 years from now people will
be rolling back and forth in their wheel
chairs listening to Snoop Dogg and Puffy,"
said Rosin.
The Hispanic format is beginning to
subdivide as that population increases and
demands more variety.
Alfred Alonso is president and CEO of
Mega Communications, a U.S. Spanish
language radio broadcasting company.
Alonso said music, culture, customs and
Spanish dialects vary from one radio
market to another.
"Mega programs its stations based on
local preferences in each market it serves:'
Alonso said.
Mega has pioneered both the "Hurban"
format, amusical mix of salsa, merengue

"CHRISTMAS TREASURES"

News/Talk

13.5 '
7
é

Urban

11.0ri

Spanish

Country

AC

CHR

Source: lnterep's analysis of Arbitron's 93 Continuously Measured Metros - AQH Share. Persons 12+, Mon-Sun 6A- 12M.

and re- mix of Hispanic targeted dance
music and the "classica" format, mixing
gold-based salsa, merengue and ballads.
The company recently launched a24/7
all- news Spanish language station,
WNNY(AM), in New York City.
Parikhal said Hispanic music program-
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ming reflects the diversity of tastes within
this category.
"It has already divided into Tejano
which is popular in the southwest, and
Bailadas (slower more emotional songs)
and Nortegna (similar to country music) in
Los Angeles," said Parikhal.
"You're going to see a continual
increase in shock value on the air," said
Parikhal. "There will be more of whatever
the talent can get away with."
Parikhal cited such personalities as Opie
and Anthony on WNEW(FM), New York
and Tom Leykis who is syndicated nationally by Westwood One.
"More formats will try to push the envelope because if companies have achoice
between good ratings and community service, they'll go for the ratings."

Format shares, which measure total listening to a given format
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Arbitron is known for its documentation
of the past rather than predictions for the
future. However Bob Michaels, vice president of programming services at Arbitron,
said CHR stations, which appeal primarily
to women, should watch carefully the new
technologies that change the way listeners
tune in to radio.
"I'd be concerned about what's coming
down as far as Internet and broadband are
concerned," said Michaels. " Younger,
more fickle listeners are more likely to try
these new technologies and I'd be attempting to shore up my image with them."
According to Interep, CHR has lost 5
percent of its audience since 1990, in the
I
8-plus cume.
Michaels compared the current situation
in radio to what took place in the 1980s
with television.
"Cable came on board and made the networks market and promote smarter," said
Michaels. "Radio programmers will have to
freshen their sound more frequently!'
Michaels believes radio programmers
must be given room to work on their longterm vision rather than being forced to
focus only on the current quarter.
"Because of the pressures of Wall
Street, managers are forced to look at the
short-term tactical standpoint, rather than
the long term strategic outlook."
Another concern of Michaels is the
decrease in overall time spent listening to
radio. " It's acombination of increased
commercial load, marketing budgets being
cut and listeners having more choices,"
said Michaels. "And this is before satellite
and Internet really take hold."
Arbitron data from the last 29 rating periods shows that weekly average time spent
listening to radio decreased from 93.0 average quarter hours per week to 83.0 AQH

Ed Shane
between spring, 1993 and spring, 2000.
Of note, cume persons using radio for
the same period remained relatively constant. No qualitative data is available to
show specifically where the listeners
went.
According to Ed Shane, president of
Shane Media Services, music from the
1970s constituted the last "mass" music.
"Music went in different directions after
that," Shane said. "When FM became
more popular, there were suddenly more
stations in each market so formats had to
fragment to survive."
According to Arbitron, the number of
AM stations has remained almost constant
since 1970. However the number of FM
stations almost doubled in that time.
No niches
When consolidation swept radio in the
late 1990s, there was much talk of radio
being able to support niche formats, now
that the administrative costs were being
shared among acluster of stations.
"A niche format is awaste of asignal:'
said Shane. "It must add to the financial
portfolio. If I've paid abig multiple for that
station, Imust get my money back."
"Formats like jazz are not agood asset
value for a station owner, but they will
appear on XM and Sirius satellite formats
and on the Internet."
Shane and his staff spend agreat deal of
time studying the country format and advising client stations on how to program it.
"The format is soft now because
Nashville is searching for something," said
Shane. "Nashville has lots its way!'
Consultant Pete Salant predicted that
innovations would be scarce in the present
industry climate.
"No format trailblazing is going on
inside the vast majority of major- and
medium-market stations which are owned
by ahandful of public entities:' Salant said.
"The conservative, cautious management style of these operators and their centralized control over programming doesn't
exactly encourage experimentation."
Salant believes part of the problem is
the frantic level of activity within these
clusters, which leaves little time for development of the next new format.
"Today's program director is hardpressed to keep up with the administrative
duties, in some cases, with aslashed promotional budget," said Salant.
"And many stations have smaller staffs
and a commercial load which has
increased."
Salant believes tasks such as talent
coaching and weekly freshening of image
elements, commonly considered critical to
success, are displaced by the front-line
struggle to meet revenue goals and cost
control requirements.
"The way to win the heart of our listener hasn't fundamentally changed in radio's
80 years: put on agreat show," said Salant.
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• Live On Air, Hard Disk & Satellite

• Ultra High Audio Performance

A rugged design with heavy aluminum

Automation, Production, Jingle

• Easy Connectorized Installation

panels, solid oak trim, 5M operation On/Off

Box, & Segue Editor
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1200-5S

5channels $2,295

1200-10S

10 channels $3,495

1200-15S

15 channels $4,495

(call factory for options)
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• 8, 18, or 28 Channel
• Fully Modular Design

r
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• Dual On Air 8( Production System
• Live On Air, Hard Disk 8( Satellite

• 3Stereo Output Buses

Automation, Production, Jingle Box

• VCAs Remove Audio from
Faders

Segue Editor
Standard Configurations

• Telephone Talkshow Module Option
• Monitor for Control Room & 2Studios

12K8-6

6channels

$4,350

12K18-12

12 channels

$7,075

12K-18-18

18 channels

$8,755

(call factory for options)

• Complete - just add 3 PCs
• ONLY $ 16,995

The DL4 System Ill comes complete with

series is designed for the advanced On air and Production studios of the 21st

hours of audio storage, two 7 input play sw

century. Modular, reliable, flexible, 8( powerful, the 12,000 is found around the world from

AUTO software packages for On Air. 8( DL

Tokyo to Paris to New York. The 12,000 is perfect for any size market or any radio application.

powerful 3 studio system requires only

The

12,000

PF\f - 1.2P
• 12 & 18 Channel Modular Mainframes
• Both Analog & Digital Operation
• Full Monitoring for Control Room 8(

• Fully Featured Digital Radio Console

audio engine 8( console control

• 3Stereo Output Buses & 2Telephone

• ONLY $7,995

Buses
PC based hard disk audio systems & prodt

Studio
The advanced two piece modular design of
digital audio engine and familiar
console control

• Complete with rack mounted digital

provide an

editors have become afamiliar site in radio in .
years, making the Revolution the ideal sol
While traditional console control is the comfc

effortless transition from analog

option, high resolution LCD touch screei

to digital without hassle. No other

reliable, take up very little desk space, and ar

digital console on the market features greater

the control system of choice in retail, comm

flexability, performance 8( lower price.

and industrial applications.
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• Complete - just add 2 PCs

• Most Powerful Jingle Box in Radio

• ONLY $7,995

• Triple Play & Record Jingle Box

• One PC has triple play - or- 3 PCs
have asingle play

• Control from 1, 2, or 3 PCs
he DL4 System II comes complete with a

• All Jingles Stored on Single Hard Drive

ripie play 8( record DL4 workstation, io5 hours

Just connect 1, 2, or 3 PCs running our INSTANT 3-

faudio storage, 7input play switcher, 7input

PLAY software to our rack mounted digital workstation

ecord switcher, DL4-AUTO software for On
ir, &

DL4-SCHED

for

• ONLY $2,995

& you are ready to go.

This workstation has 3

Production &

simultaneous plays with record. Software setup assigns

cheduling. This powerful 2 studio system

play control to the PCs. Three time the power of other

equires only 2 customer supplied PCs &

Jingle Boxes, the Instant 3- Play provides access to the

nstallation.

SAME jingle from 3 places.

• Modulux FLEX- STUDIO
• One size fits ALL modular design
• Highest quality laminates & wood
• World famous Modulux cabinetry
• In- Stock, ready for delivery
• ONLY $4,995 list price (call for other configurations)

6 play & dual record DL4 workstation, 210

The Modulux Flex- Studio is acomplete modular studio package that can be configured in

itchers, two input record switchers, (2) DL4-

dozens of different ways to meet nearly any studio design. It can be assembled left or

4-SCH ED for production & Sceduling. This

right-handed as well as in all of our standard configurations: ' Short L,"Long L,' & ' Unbalanced

3 customer supplied PCs & installation.

• Complete with digital audio engine
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access

doors,

interview

table, &

much

more.

Domestic Dealers for Arrakis products are:

& control software - just add PC
• ONLY $3,995
ction
ecent
ution.

• BSW ( Broadcast Supply Worldwide) ( 800) 426-8434
• Crouse-Kimzey
• BGS ( Broadcasters General Store)

(800) 433-2105
( 352) 622-7700

• SCMS ( Southern Coastal Marketing Servie) ( 800) 438-6040
• Bradley Broadcast

(800) 732-7665

• RF Specialties ( contact their regional offices)

rtable
5

are

now
.rcial,

For more complete information on any Arrakis product, visit our website at:
www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (970) 224-2248.
Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Dr. Fort Collins, CO 80525
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Tweaking the Oldies Format
In Los Angeles, KRTH(FM) Re-Engineers
The Oldies Format Cautiously
Sandy Wells
At many stations, programming the
oldies format is about following formulas. How to keep it fresh?
One California station provides a
case study.
Until about 18 months ago, the
KRTH(FM) oldies format was comfortably settled into a pattern of playing hits from the late ' 50s and early
'60s, which included lots of Motown
plus a sprinkling of inoffensive pop
and soul hits from the late ' 60s and
very early ' 70s.
The formula kept the station in the
top five of Los Angeles/Orange County
stations throughout most of the ' 90s.
But subtle changes in the music started
in the summer of 1999 and became
impossible to ignore ayear later.
The "reengineering" at the Infinity
station recently undertaken by Program
Director Mike Phillips and Music
Director Jay Coffey was driven by a
realization that it was time to realign
the "oldies" timeline.
"People in the industry are watching
us very closely," said Phillips. "All
oldies stations around the country have
the same challenges. The core audience is getting older than the advertisers are wanting to target."
But how successful has KRTH ( KEarth 101) been in updating its image
without alienating its already large and
very loyal audience?
"The feedback has been really positive," said Coffey, who is also the
evening host on the station. "Even the
older demographics have said that they
like the change of adding the ' 70s and
'80s music. You have the real ' 50s loyalists that aren't necessarily happy
about it, but it's not that many."
Wide mix
With artists such as Carole King, the
Eagles, Crosby, Stills and Nash and the
O'Jays in the mix, what K arth
appears to offer is more genuine variety than in the past. Some migh . rgue
the change hearkens back to AM top40 radio's eclectic roots 30 years ago.
"The ' 70s were an interesting time
for me, because there were really these
camps that got developed," Coffey
said. " It was the beginning of hard
rock. The hard rock and rollers
absolutely hated disco. And things also
started going more adult contemporary.
"So you had really three different

groups of music. You had adult contemporary, which were the Manilows,
the Streisands and the Neil Diamonds.
Then you had the real hard-rock stuff,
which was Boston and Foreigner and
then you had the disco. And it was
tough to blend all that music together.
"That was one of the problems.
People developed these camps. You
had KMET, which played the hard
rock. Top-40 stations on AM had problems because they had to blend all this
stuff together. The challenge in the
'70s when Iwas a program director
was ` how am I going to get a
Foreigner, a Manilow and a Donna
Summer in the same quarter hour?'
We don't have to experience that
here, we can make it blend alot better."
Experienced
Phillips calls upon programming
skills honed working at legendary outlets such as Seattle's KJR(AM), San
Francisco's
KFRC(AM)
and
WXL0(FM) in New York.
The arrival of competition from
KCMG(FM) " Mega 92.3" ( formerly
Mega 100) with its Latino- oriented
mix of R&B and disco from the ' 60s,
'70s and ' 80s was a significant challenge to K- Earth's dominance, making
the station sound alittle out of date.
Now, according to Phillips, KRTH
has turned that to advantage by playing
the variety card.
"Because of what they ( Mega) are,
they can't play the same variety that
we can play. We can play Elvis to the
Eagles."
"And we can play alot of the things
they play," added Coffey. "Motown is a
big staple of ours and alot of the ' 70s
R&B stuff we can play. We're a little
bit better- positioned to be mass appeal
than they are."
Once again, as in the late ' 70s, disco
is the big consensus breaker, this time
determining the decisive fault line
between KRTH and Mega 92.3.
"We put on a disco song and the
phones will light up and they think
we're changing format," said Phillips.
And K- Earth's core audience might
not sit still with a seismic shift of that
magnitude.
"One thing about K- Earth is that we
have very loyal ( listeners) and we have
more ' program directors' per square
mile," said Coffey.
"They really have a love affair with
this radio station. They are committed
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to this station. They are afraid that it
will go away, because so many other
stations change. We always reaffirm to
them that we've been doing this for 27
years and we're not going away. We
are going to keep doing this."

Jay Coffey

Mike Phillips
One of the keys to making the
change work is deciding how to present the newer oldies. Until afew years
ago, selections by the Eagles, Chicago
and the Police were staples of adult
contemporary
KBIG(FM)
and
KOST(FM). Phillips credits Coffey's
background as a Bay Area rock musician from 1965 to 1973 in keeping the
transitions among the various sub-genres of rock sounding smooth. He grew
up alongside many of the bands that
defined much of what KRTH(FM) represents.
"He's amaster of making this music
flow and it's real tricky when you're
playing this many kinds of music," said
Phillips.
Bands such as the People, Syndicate
of Sound, the Doobie Brothers and the
Grateful Dead were making the scene
in those years.
"Where Igrew up there were garage
bands on every block," said Coffey,
who played bass guitar in San
Francisco Bay area bands during the
late ' 60s and early ' 70s.
K - Earth is adding production elements to help listeners accept the someSTATION

times-acute genre shifts. A ' 50s oldie
such as "That'll Be the Day" by Buddy
Holly is typically preceded by ajingle
identifying the song as "oldies fun!"
Traditional a cappella transition jingles borrowed from the Bill Drake era
and KHJ add to the classic top 40 feel
of the station. And when KRTH(FM)
reaches into the ' 80s, the message is
even more explicit.
"The first time we put on ' Every
Breath ( You Take)' by the Police, we
got real nervous about it, because we
added it fairly early in the whole ' 70s
transition and it just stuck out like a
sore thumb," said Phillips.
"That's why you hear what we call a
'sweeper' now that said ' 17 years ago
today ... ' and then we'll play it, and
then people will realize that if it's 17
years ago then maybe it's ok that KEarth plays it."
And Jay Coffey adds, " Ihad a guy
call up when we played it and he said,
'Well, Jay, Iguess I'm an old guy
now.' Isaid, ` What do you mean?'
He goes, Well, Iwas in college
when that record was No. Iand Ididn't realize how old I'd gotten. I'm 40
years old now. That's almost a20-yearold record.'
"I said, ' Yeah, that's an oldie now."
o
Sandy Wells is a radio columnist for
San Gabriel Valley Newspapers in
Southern California.
Contact
him
via
e-mail
at
SandyWells@Prodigy.net
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The Success Journal'
Profiles Products,
Companies
The nationally syndicated radio
program "The Success Journal" is a
•
daily feature offering short- form program profiles of the people behind
famous products and companies.
The program, hosted by Chris
Witting, was originally syndicated
nationally in 1996. Recently, the program celebrated its one- thousandth
broadcast and airs in hundreds of markets nationwide, including Chicago,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, New
York, Seattle, Boston and Detroit.
Chris Witting, host ot
Witting also hosts the syndicated
The Success Journal"
feature "Tracking Business Leaders"
and serves as CEO of asyndication consulting firm.
For more information contact Gene Stern at Creative Broadcast Consulting
at (800) 743-1988 ext. 203 or visit www.successjournal.com

•Best Price Guarantee*
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Same Day Shipping* • Extended Hours

Knowledgeable Sales Staff
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Hotline

Comrex has unique products to handle any
dial- up situation you find yourself in.
Whether you choose the popular HotLine
POTS codec for standard dial- up lines, the
advanced Vector, acomplete 15 kHz remote
solution for POTS lines, or the low- delay
Nexus or Envoy 15 kHz codec for ISDN
applications, you're assured of
Comrex 's renowned digital
quality and bullet-proof

Vector

CallE
for Bes

reliability. Right now, BSW is offering
special pricing on Comrex codecs. Plus,
BSW doubles the warranty to two years!
So relax and give us acall - we've got your
remotes covered.

E

BSW

BSW Extends Cornrex '
warranty
Advantage
by one full year!
Pertner

flexible

To Order Call BSW 1-800-426-8434
or Visit www.bswusa.corn
BSW offers avariety of payment methods including
open net 30- day account to qualified domestic
businesses, major credit cards and personal checks
with TeleCheck approval.
Call or see www.bswusa.com for details.
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Country Radio Adapts to New Era
30 songs to 30 or 35."
Allen also cited longer chart rides for
established artists and increased commercial loads as reasons that new music is
difficult to expose on the radio.

Ken R.
It was 75 years ago this month that
country music was born, as 80-year-old
Uncle Jimmy Thompson brought his fiddle tunes to the air on the WSM(AM)
"Barn Dance" program.
In the ensuing years, artists such as
The Possum Hunters, The Fruit Jar
Drinkers and Roy Acuff and his Crazy
Tennesseans have given way to acts like
Faith Hill, George Strait and Alan
Jackson.
Nashville's "Grand Ole Opry" is still
going strong, but social and technological
upheavals have forced the popular country format to evolve.
"About afourth of all commercial stations in the USA and Canada play country music," said Paul Allen, executive
director of Country Radio Broadcasters
Inc., a nonprofit association that holds
conventions nationally and regionally.
"But the format appears to be at a
plateau."

Paul Allen

"I think stations will have to find the
threshold where the spotload begins to
chase listeners to alternative entertainment," said Allen. "Most listening occurs
in the car where people also can go to
cassettes and CDs."
John Crenshaw, program director of
WCMS(FM) in Virginia Beach, Va.
believes that the country format is on its
way back up from arecent slump.
"We are on the beginning of the bell
curve," said Crenshaw. "The product is

ARMS,TRONG
fM Transmitter .
113
11F

is still popular and enjoys great support
of the advertising community. an "offshoot" format might allow more exposure
for new artists.
"There's alot of discussion about this
now," said Benson. "Some of the radio
guys think that if we had another ' brand'
of country, we might be able to get
around the tight playlists and limited
exposure for new artists."

John Crenshaw

What next?
Allen believes that while the recording
industry is producing some good music,
not enough chances are being taken.
"I'm talking about the programmers
becoming more comfortable in aconsolidated environment," said Allen. "They
still need to play more unknown artists
that they believe in and they need to
expand their current playlists from 25 or

MI In

out there but timing is everything."
WCMS is owned by Barnstable
Broadcasting Inc., which also owns
country station WGH(FM) in the same
market.
"We evolved our format so that we
don't clash with our sister station," said
Crenshaw. "While we play a lot of the
same music, we went with a more laidback approach and more service.
WGH(FM) is more upbeat with an accent
on fun."

Engineered for
Reliability

Ed Benson
Consultant Michael O'Malley, president of O'Malley Media Group LLC.
expanded on the idea that country stations must differentiate themselves with
their non-music elements.
"The challenge facing most stations is
developing a unique ` stationality'," said
O'Malley. "That's the greatest hedge in
the ratings because whether the music is
hot or not, if you have strong people who
understand the market, you'll be able to
weather the swings."

About a fourth

Tailor-made
Benson noted that Nashville now produces multiple mixes of certain songs tailored for different formats.
"Some of the artists are trying to
develop abigger mass audience, but this
isn't really anything new."
There is some uncertainty in the future
of the format.
"I'm thinking about the long-term
ramifications of clusters," said Benson.
"When there are several stations in a
cluster, management might not be willing
to devote as much marketing and creative

of all commercial stations

in the U.S. and Canada play country music.
— Paul Allen
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A Automatic Re- start After
Power Failure
A

INEXPENSIVE!

ARMSTRONG

Alliak TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax 315/673-9972
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com

"Over the last 10 years, the passion
level for the music diminished," said
O'Malley. "But now many programmers
are listening more critically and not just
taking the latest hits by established
artists."
O'Malley said the industry will face
satellite- delivered programming and
more Internet music sources, which will
battle for the same advertising dollars
and listeners.
"The winners will be the stations
which are broad-based," said O'Malley.
"While narrow formats are helpful in
rounding out a cluster, the narrow segments of the format often fail to attract
enough of acume to overtake a format
leader."
Nashville is ground zero for the country format. Ed Benson, executive director
of the CRB, sees country music as the
last big "national" format.
"It's the only one that hasn't really
fragmented," said Benson. "You don't see
alot of difference in playlists around the
country like you used to."
Benson believes that while the format

energy to astation as they would if were
a stand-alone. They tend to back off on
their promotional dollars, but Iguess this
is true the other formats as well."
How does country fit into the overall
format picture?
"Some people want to run a great
country radio station," said Crenshaw, "I
want to run agreat radio station that just
happens to play country music."
For an earful of what country music is
today, turn on the radio on Thanksgiving
Day.
On Nov. 23 at 9 p.m. ET, Westwood
One radio will simulcast the CBS
Television special "Grand Ole Opry 75th
Anniversary Celebration:' Vince Gill and
Dolly Parton will host the show from the
Grand Ole Opry House.
The "Grand Ole Opry" is the world's
longest running radio program. according
to Westwood One. Throughout its history,
the program has featured legendary artists
like Hank Williams Sr., Minnie Pearl, Earl
Scruggs and Patsy Cline, and current
artists such as Garth Brooks, Vince Gill,
Diamond Rio and Clint Black.
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... at acost savings means real
value in any broadcast market.
But don't take our word for
it or let our 25-plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our
first-quality products at your station at no
risk with our no-fault, 30-day return policy,
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clean audio at abudget price. Digital synthesis design gives
great specs and terrific sound.
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OFFAIR AM MODMONITOR
Features a built-in, tunable preselector, two sets of peak
flashers, program and carrier-loss alarms and an RS- 232
interface. An active outdoor antenna is optionally available.
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Adult Standards Are New Nostalgia
Bill Mann
Sinatra and Bennett are hip again, and
what used to be called " nostalgia" is
now called "adult standards" to reflect
its changing nature and younger demos.
As a panel of experts recently
explained, if you manage the format
correctly, you'll not only keep older
listeners, but you'll add audience in
their 30s and 40s who may have given
up on radio.
As demos age, the music many listeners want to hear also changes. People
who once couldn't stand Frank Sinatra
have become fans. And carefully identifying artists like 01' Blue Eyes and Tony
Bennett, who appeal to both young and
older audiences, is the key to adult standards' growing success, an overflow
audience at The NAB Radio Sho‘A
learned from broadcasters who are using
the fast-growing format.
Picking the cool
"As people age, do musical tastes
change? Iknow mine did," said Allen
Shaw, president of Centennial Broadcasting and former president of ABC's owned
and operated radio stations.
Shaw, who has worked in CHR and
other rock formats for more than 30
years, said he bought a station in Las
Vegas in 1997 and inserted the CHR format — with great success.
"The key is finding younger-skewing
standards, and which underplayed AC
hits to incorporate. We use Sinatra, Ella
Fitzgerald, Nat King Cole, Tony
Bennett, among others."
And choosing carefully also means
not picking the wrong artists from the
'40s and ' 50s, Shaw said. He gave some
specifics:
"Mel Torme is cool; Teresa Brewer
is not.
"Peggy Lee is cool to younger listeners; Margaret Whiting is not.
"Sinatra is cool; Frankie Laine is
not."
The adult standards format hits a lot
of affluent 40-plus listeners, said Charlie
Whitaker of the new 4Everadio Partners
in Dallas.
"They hate everything they hear on
the radio, and many tell us they'd almost
given up on it until they heard what
we're doing. This is agraying format in
flux right now — you're trying to keep
traditional over- 60s while pulling in
new, 40-plus listeners.
"We just got aperceptual study back,"
said Whittaker, "and we're hitting precisely the demos we were looking for.
STATION

We're the number-one sell in 50 to 54,
45 to 49, and 40 to 44. This is where the
money is now, and these listeners have
high educational levels and incomes in
excess of 75K."
About this new standards audience,
Whittaker said, " In 1960, they first
heard this music played by their parents
when they were 12. By 1978, most were
married adults. This music really lives,
and it resonates with them strongly."

Chuck Southcott
More than 600 stations are programming adult standards, said "Music of
Your Life" programmer and NAB panelist Chuck Southcott.
"And the number is growing. It's a
living, breathing format."
Shaw said abig part of his playlist is
'70s soft AC artists abandoned by
today's ACs — people like Barbra
Streisand, Anne Murray, Barry Manilow,
Neil Diamond.
"Millions bought their records in the
40-to-54 demo, but where can you hear
them now?" But Shaw agreed that programmers need to choose their music
carefully — some younger listeners may
find that artists like Diamond are still a
turnoff.
One station where Shaw said he
installed the format in 1998 "was number 16 in 25 to 54. We're seventh now.
and we're number five in women 25 to
54. And we haven't lost any women over
54," he said.
"They really have nowhere else to
go."
The panelists agreed that selling over40 demos is getting easier because of
the aging U.S. population, but stations
still need amotivated sales force.
Shaw: "We have a250- watt station on
Long Island with the format. It has $ 1.5

SERVICES
Career Connection Alternative

Are you an aspiring jock or recording engineer? Standard school programs
may not be the answer. Career Connection provides on-the-job training in careers
including radio and music recording.
The program's approach is based on the apprenticeship/mentor system, providing one-on-one training as opposed to astandard classroom approach. Studies
take place in an actual working facility with an experienced industry veteran as
instructor.
Students follow an accredited course that is constantly updated to provide
information on state-of-the-art techniques and equipment.
According to program administrators, Career Connection students enjoy the
highest post-graduation placementiate of any educational program.
For information visit www.radioconnection.com or www.recording
connection.com

million in billings. Our Cleveland station has $3.5 million. If it's sold properly, this format can reap tremendous
rewards."
He said, "It's hard finding salespeople
who believe in it because the agencies
are still so biased."
He mentioned former KABC general
manager George Green as one excellent
sales consultant for the format.
Coming back to radio
Southcott said "Music of Your Life"
keeps its sound fresh through tricks like
adding selections from recent hit
movies' soundtracks.
Whittaker said the music changes he
makes are almost all made with 40-to54
listeners in mind.
"We found in our study that 23 percent of these people didn't listen to
radio at all ... they were disenfranchised. They'd given up on radio."
"No way that ' Music of Your Life'
could make it today if it sounded like it
did when it started in 1979," Whittaker
said.
Shaw and Whittaker agreed that
"core" artists in the new format include
Sinatra, Bennett, Streisand, Johnny
Mathis, Cole, Robert Goulet, Diamond
and Manilovv.
"We've come full circle with these
artists," said Peter Marshall, the original
"Hollywood Squares" emcee and former big-band leader who now does a
nationally syndicated show for "Music
of Your Life."
"People are listening to them again."
Whittaker and Shaw agreed the format shared alot of audience with classical, another up-and-coming format
that's benefiting from increased 40-to54 listening.
Whittaker offers another format tip:
"We're careful not to overload the format with news. These are educated listeners. They know where to go for an
all-news station."

Peter Marshall
Whittaker said the majority of adultstandards stations are still on AM, and
people under 50 are just not used to tuning to AM for music.
"And the growing number of FM
adult- standards stations are drawing
significantly lower- age audiences than
the AMs."
Shaw said talk radio is the biggest
competitor against adult standards,
because it draws older listeners.
He offered this advice to programmers: "We don't make a lot of references to yesterday or the past. That way
we sound fresher. Even older listeners
don't want to be reminded about the
past. We play aSinatra record like it's a
current hit."
Southcott reminded the overflow
audience that " Irving Berlin and Cole
Porter are again abig hit on Broadway.
And the recent interest in swing music
among young people has also sparked
interest in alot of this music."
Whittaker notes, " adult standards
isn't any one thing — there's room for a
lot of different format hits here."
Underlining this, a representative of
Sirius Satellite Radio said the satellite
service " will have a variety of adult
standards formats available. Adult
standards will be a significant part of
our service:*

SIDEKICK AUDIO
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
The SCA-I86 Sidekick' is the industry standard
for subcarr er services.When stations lease their
SCAs to foreign language and reading services and
need areliable generator. the Sidekick is the only
place to turn.

e

Rea ding

Dec.
•

'
ç

Here's why:
Crystal- Controlled Subcarrier
GeneratorFrequency stability: + 0.006%
from 0-50° C
Modulation MonitorSimple, accurate and eliminates
the need for an additional monitor
(J Integrated Audio ProcessorBetter peak control significantly
reduces crosstalk
o Transmitter Tuning AidRF fine tuning minimizes incidental
AM to further reduce crosstalk
Composite Loop Through FeatureAutomatic mix of subcarrier signal into
composite simplifies installation.
modulation

.oienoeme

I
2A Worlds Fair Drive • iomerset, NJ 08873

inc.

Voice ( 732) 302 3090 Toll Free (
800) 826,2603 ix ( 732) 302-3206

Services
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AC, Alternative Formats Face Tests
Scott Fybush
They may share aradio dial, but programmers for adult contemporary and
alternative rock stations face different
challenges at the start of the new century.
For adult contemporary program directors, the task is to stay focused on the
core elements of their format, even as
much of the music they play overlaps
with CHR and other formats.
"Stations fail because they wander off
from where their audience is," said Bill
Conway of San Francisco's KOIT-AMFM. "You can get very creative in your
positioning but you've got to come back
to the simple things."

ri

Barry James of Chicago's WTMX(FM)
agrees.
"One of the fatal mistakes we've all

Unlike AC,

Even so, programmers say there•s
room to make subtle modifications to the
format — as long as subtle is the opera-

nontraditional revenue is

playing a growing role in the lives of
alternative programmers.
Barry James
made is not knowing who our target is,"
he said. "We're wanting to be hipper than
we are."

dcast
own

tive word.
Conway notes that his station has
slowly moved toward ayounger audience

from its strengths a decade ago with
women 35 to 44, yet retains its image as
the "lite rock" outlet in San Francisco.
As the AC format splinters into "soft,"
"bright," " modern" and other variants,
programmers agree that aclear concept
of a station's identity and the market it
serves is important. In his market, James
said he's been able to add a surprising
amount of rock-based AC to his playlist.
"In Chicago, one of the things we've
learned ... is that even in the heyday of
top 40, WLS, as the monster that it was,
had rock roots," he said.

•
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Drive this...
Just as a car needs a reliable driver, so
does every radio broadcast transmitter.
The Crown FM series exciters, drivers and
low power transmitters offer reliability
unsurpassed throughout the world.
Incorporating standard features as an
integral part of all power levels, the quality
in workmanship standard is consistent for
all of Crown Broadcast products.
The exciter/driver model offers high
reliability as an RF driver while maintaining
the audio purity associated with FM
broadcasting today. The internal low
pass filter allows the exciter to be placed
directly on- air in the event of a main
transmitter failure.

Crown transmitters are stand alone low
power units and can be configured with
optional stereo generator and audio
processor. Thousands of broadcasters
around the world have come to appreciate
the rugged, reliability of the Crown
Broadcast line of transmitters.
So when making your decision on a new
exciter, RF driver or low power transmitter,
reliability should be at the top of your list.
Crown Broadcast builds reliable transmitters
from 1watt to 2 kilowatts.
Contact Crown for reliable, efficient
broadcast transmitters.

Get in the driver's seat

b rr
o a dca st ®
PO Box 2000 •

,cna 46515-2000 • 219-294-8050 • 800-294-8050
219-294-8222 • wvvwcrowribroadcast.com

Bill Conway
And while other formats dive headlong into Webcasting and other new
forms of promotion, the advice for AC
programmers is to focus on what's
always made them successful — the core
artists and music- intensive formatting
that has long defined their product.
New technology
Rock/alternative programmers must
adapt to an audience that now gets much
of its music from the Net, while remaining true to the mission the first alternative
stations developed in the 1980s.
"I still have to satisfy the people who
have been listening to the station since
1985," said John Caracciolo, general
manager of Long Island's WLIR-FM.
But while the Generation X audience
still wants to hear the Cure and Depeche
Mode, a new generation of listeners is
bypassing radio entirely to find new
music, and nowhere are the signs as
apparent as on college campuses.
"They may be listening to our radio
station in their dorms, but at the same
time, they're downloading stuff from
Napster, and when they get continuous
play, I'm afraid of what's going to happen," said Susanne Gubanc, faculty advisor and PD at commercial college station
KBVU-FM in Storm Lake, Iowa.
Unlike AC, nontraditional revenue is
playing a growing role in the lives of
See AC/ALT, page 38
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bclients rely on us to deliver
the
treaming audio.
That's why we as the Aphex 2020."
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Andrew Rosenberg - D rector
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John Patti - Director of ud /Video Services
Casey F
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1
'
Media.com — Denver. CO

Westwind Media.corn

is a leading digital audio provider for
Internet communities such as Lycos, iVillage.com, Fidelity Investments,
TheStreet.com and PeopleWeb. These clients demand the best,
and Westwind's audio engineering department ensures that level of
performance...even on connections as slow as a28.8 dial up!
"We've tested other processors and nothing comes close to the
consistently high audio quality and loudness of the 2020".
The Aphex 2020 is a digitally controlled analog processor that is
configurable as the high quality, cost-effective, one box solution for
FM, Satellite Uplink, Mastering and Webcasting.

"It was no surprise to us that the number
one

FM

station in town also uses the

2020 -

it's the best sounding processor
on the air and on the Web."

FOR THE FINEST PROCESSUNG FOR FM ,SATELLITE UPLINK, MASTERING AND WEBCASTING
CALL APHEX TODAY OR VISIT WWW.APHEX .COM TO SCHEDULE ADEMO

APIAEX
SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world sounds"'
11068 Randall Street, Sun Vallay, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2E41 www.aphex.com
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Sports
Continued from page 21

weighted audiences by 55 percent. In
fact, two other nonmusic, AM-oriented
formats, talk and all-news, also fall into
the top five format power ratios, both at
1.17. (See accompanying chart.)
Like most nonmusic formats, all sports
is expensive to produce and local playby-play rights packages for radio, like in
television, have soared during the 1990s.
However, the financial rewards,
including season- long team coverage
sponsorships and promotions, can be substantial, especially if upfront expenses
can be leveraged against the operations of
other stations in a commonly owned,
local station cluster.
Stemming the AM tide
The all-sports radio program concept,
started in 1987 by WFAN(AM) in New
York,
then
owned
by
Emmis
Communications and now by Infinity/
CBS, has been amajor factor in revitalizing the AM band, or at least stemming its
erosion.
An examination of Statistical Research
Inc.'s RADAR reports over the past two
years shows AM radio's average quarter
hour audience holding steady at about 18
percent.
From the relatively small to the very
large radio markets, the all-sports format
as well as play-by-play spot sports coverage has become instrumental to build and
sustain audience listening levels.

"Sports (play-by-play) is proprietary
programming. It is impossible to duplicate," said long-time programming executive Steve Goldstein, executive vice
president of Saga Communications,
which airs several play-by-play sports
coverage on its stations.
Live play-by-play sports programming
of major and/or minor league teams also
attracts loyal and passionate listeners,
especially those who consider themselves
devoted fans to aspecific team.
And there are ample syndicated sports
products out their today, with offerings
from ESPN Radio, Westwood One and
One On One Sports, among others.
The cream
When looking at the dynamics of allsports radio, anewly updated Interep study
on the format shows that 75 percent of its
audience falls into the 25- to- 54 demographic with 31.5 percent of that total in the
35-to-44 age cell when many consumers
are approaching peak earning years.
According to Interep, the all- sports
radio listener — who is mostly male — is
twice as likely as the average adult to
hold professional and managerial positions and to have an annual household
income of more than $ 100,000.
For radio, and to alesser extent broadcast television, mass- appeal programming has without question given way to
niche programming. Cable television,
like radio, has been airing niche programming for years.
And sports programming, whether it is
the all-sports radio format or live play-byplay coverage on many AM stations as

NSN Keeps Your
Network UP!
Building the world's most
advanced satellite delivery
platform available to the
radio industry.

well as some FM outSports Wins in Power Ratio
lets, is niche programming at its finest.
The power ratio quantifies the relationship between sales
Niche programand audience shares. It is calculated by dividing astation's
ming is now of vital
share of market revenue by its shares of local market comimportance to advermercial listening.
tisers looking to reach
So the country format's 1.12 means that it sells 12 percent
select segments of the
more of the total available radio ad revenues than if the ad
population.
pie is divided according to each format's audience share.
Advertisers will
Format
1999 Weighted
stand up and take
Category
Power Ratio
notice if you can
demonstrate that your
Sports
1.55
format reaches alarge,
AC
1.20
targeted segment of
AOR/Classic Rock
1.19
the consumer populaNews
1.17
tion, such as young
Talk
1.17
adults and affluent or
MOR/Full Service
1.13
upscale adults.
Country
1.12
Take, for example,
Rock
1.09
the programming lineOldies
1.07
up for the WB televiEZ/Beautiful Music
1.05
sion network. Among
Jazz/New Age
0.96
the lower-rated shows
CHR/Top 40
0.90
in overall household
Urban/Black
0.80
ratings in any given
Spanish
0.65
week are "Dawson's
Classical
0.57
Creek," " Roswell"
Religion
0.50
and "Popular."
Nostalgia/Big Band
0.37
They rarely break
the top- 100 mark in
the weekly Nielsen
network
television standings
yet they are considered highly successful programming
Act of 1996 set the foundation for multivehicles for WB and have been renewed
ple, same- market station ownership.
for the 2000-01 TV season.
Owners now can dominate a defined
The reason: they specifically deliver
demographic group through ateam sellteen viewers in large numbers to advertising strategy.
ers targeting that consumer group.
That strategy should be reviewed reguThe lesson here is to make the best
larly, particularly if spot selling efforts
possible case for aformat's demographics
are being combined with a company's
— whether it's all-sports, classical, adult
Web site banner sales.
contemporary or oldies or another niche
format — and turn those demographics
Vincent M. Ditingo writes frequently
into gold, quickly and efficiently.
on radio management, marketing and
For many radio executives, that task
information technology issues. Contact
has become simpler since the Telecom
him via e-mail at vditingo@aol.com

B1A Financial

AC/Alt
Continued from page 36

Call us to find out why
both the small regional
and the nation's
largest networks
utilize NSN.

alternative programmers.
"We're so cluttered on our radio station — ' brought to you by this, this,
and that' — Web sites are agreat way
to get rid of all that by directing listeners there. - said Wall.

too," said Tom Fricke of SBR Creative
Media, which specializes in developing
such streams for radio Web sites.
Whether it's multiple streams or a
single broadcast channel, there still will
be aneed for radio programmers.
"There will be arole of someone to
say, these are the best of the best, these
are the hits," predicts Dave Beasing of
Jacobs Media.

ifeczr.

,

--

800-345-VSAT(8728)
303.925.1708
email: sales@nsn.net
www.nsn.net

jwcd
A Clear Channel Communications Company

The staff of commercial college station KBVU-FM
When they get there, listeners may
also find asolution to the splintering of
the alternative format, in the form of
multiple Web-only streams.
"An alternative format might want to do
aretro channel — Cure, Depeche Mode
— and there might be agrunge channel

The programmers took part in apanel discussion at The NAB Radio Show.
Scott Fybush is the editor of
NorthEast Radio Watch when he's not
reporting for Time Warner's R News
cable channel in Rochester, N.Y.

WSNQ
AM 900

Oldies 101.5

GAYLORD

Vs/MJZ fm GAYLORD

May 10, 2000

Mr. Rafael Arreaz.a
OMB America
3100 N.W. 72'1Ave.
Miami, FL 33122

Dear

Rafael:
1writing to tell you how happy we are with our new OMB 10,000 watt transmitter and OMB

antenna

system.
It is fantastic!
Ihave owned
many brands of transmitters and antennas in the

past.

Some have worked better then

others. The performance of your OMB transmitter, exciter and antenna has been as good or better then any
other equipment

I'v e ever owned.
The transmitter basbeen rock solid, we set it and it does not deviate, it works great. The same can
be said for the exciter and power ampler. Your antenna system also works great and provides fantastic
covera ge

for our listeners.
iam espec i
ally happy with the simplicity of your sys tems. In today's complex world, everyone
seems to be trying to complicate everything. The simplicity of your equipment is abreath of ftesh air. It
makes installation and maintenance easy and I'm sure it plays apart in keeping your equipment affordable.
Ican't forget affordability. It was one of the major reasons 1considered ONIB when 1started my
decision making process. Idid alot of research and came to the conclusion that ci Bwould provide me
more for my dollar. OMB did just that and more. Your products and customer service have far exceeded
my ex pectations.
I
n closing,

Irecommend OlvIB to any broadcaster

and

my doors are open to

anyonewho

would

like to see your products in action.
Thanks for all your help and your great products.

Sincerely,

ent D. Smith
President
Darby Advertising Inc.

650 E. MAIN ST. • P.O. BOX 1766 •

A YLORD,

MI

49734-1766
• (517) 732
-2341

•

FAX: (517)

732-6202

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112

\poier9ire-rr
ilywz ?Am

Miami, F1. 33122
305-4770974 / 73

www.omb.com

Fax 305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.net

Now
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that's
a clock
See Page 48
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Jukebox: Early Look at Future MUSHRA
Carl Lindemann
Creative Labs' next generation of digital audio devices, the Nomad Jukebox,
points the direction for portable audio
recorders.
As
much
as
consumer
MD
player/recorders have become astaple for
sound gathering, the Nomad Jukebox may
be an early glimpse of the basic design
for the next wave in field
recorders.
Like the first MD units, the
Jukebox is going to have to
undergo a few revisions
before it becomes practical,
as the idea is better than the
execution. However, low-cost
field recorders like this unit will
get up to speed before long.
Good concept
The Nomad Jukebox is good at what
it is primarily designed to do — store
and organize up to 150 CDs' worth of
compressed MP3 and/or Windows
Media music. It also reads uncompressed WAV files.
Basically, this is a 6 GB hard drive
with arudimentary built-in processor and
simple pushbutton interface on top. A
USB connector allows for fast data transfer of music from ahost computer.
This is the next generation of MP3
players. Instead of relying on pricey static RAM chips for storage, this unit opts
for having an actual hard drive with an 8
MB RAM buffer for anti-shock.
The unit is about the size and shape of
aportable CD player and is powered by
four rechargeable AA NiMH batteries.
The Nomad Jukebox has greater capabilities than previous models, such as
playback speed adjustments and an analog
Line In port. The D/A sounds much better
than previous Nomads. It also has amini

headphone jack and dual Line Out jacks.
Earlier versions of the Nomad had an
integrated mic that allowed for rudimentary recording with alow-resolution codec.

The mu; could only be called cheesy at
best, and was not conducive to capturing
broadcast-quality audio, but it made the
most of the limited storage capabilities.
On the Jukebox, the Line In connection can record uncompressed 16- bit
mono audio. Software controls allow the
user to adjust the sampling rate from 48
kHz down to 11 kHz. At any setting,
there is room for hours of recording.
The controls also allow for setting levels on the fly and simultaneous monitoring through the headphone jack.
Unfortunately, there is no metering to
indicate levels.
Moving the recording off the drive to
the computer for production is easy
through the USB port. But at a 12 MBper-second transfer rate. very large files
may take awhile.

As with other static RAM recorders
available, recordings do not need to be
played back in real time for editing — a
major drawback to cassettes, DATs and
MDs. The WAV data files are dropped and
dragged into the host computer for editing.
Except for the lack of metering, this
unit seems to be a phenomenal deal for
the $499 list price.
Actually, it is when used as ajukebox.
As the unit boots up, Inoticed that
the unit is not asimple "instant-on"
consumer electronics device.
Instead, it is a computer pared
down to essentials for audio.
Unfortunately, things were cut a
little too much for recording.
Mic check
The line-in jack requires apowered microphone. So Itried it out
with abeyerdynamic MCE 58 condenser mic and with acouple of cheap
electret lavalieres.
Recordings at any sampling rate were
contaminated with ahigh-pitch howl and
more hiss than acheap cassette recorder.
This happened with every mic Itried.
Iguess RF pollution from the hardware is too much for the unbalanced analog jack.
Hector Marinez, public relations
manager at Creative Labs, said, "It is a
known problem that if the input gain in
recording mode is set at avalue of +5 or
higher (max + 15), audible noise will be
experienced. Creative is working on this
and will have the problem resolved
through afirmware update."
Also, the monitoring was right out of
the Outer Limits. An eerie echo effect
came through which was incredibly distracting. Ifinally turned off the monitoring after setting levels.
Another problem was how easy it was
See JUKEBOX, page 47

7feeelerWITMer

True Dual Domain Audio Testing
at an Attractive Price Point
• Comprehensive analog audio analyzer
• True digital domain analyzer with - 140 dB residual noise
• Independent analog & digital audio generators and analyzers
• Generate and measure interface jitter
• Digital interface analyzer
• View AES/EBU status bits
• Loudspeaker monitor for
digital & analog signals
• Internal save and recall of 30 test setups

Audio.
precision

Audio Precision
PO Box 2209
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-2209
Tel: (503) 627-0832; Fax: (503) 641-8906; US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350
Email: techsupport@audioprecislon.com; Web: www.audioprecIsion.com

And Codec
Comparisons
Mel Lambert

A couple of months ago Iwrote
about my subjective impressions of
the
ATRAC
data- compression
schemes used in MiniDisc recorders. I
thought the codec scheme sounded
better than early generations of this
Sony-developed algorithm.
Several readers pointed out that
such an analysis was far from scientific and that Ishould refrain from making such subjective comments rather
than objective ones — agood point.
But, aside from listening tests that
might be organized in a production
studio, just how do we secure information about the objective performance of data-compression schemes?
It seems that people in the
European Broadcasting Union had
been asking the same question.
An interesting report
Irecently carne across afascinating
report written by Gerhard Stoll and
Franc Kozamernik titled " EBU
Listening Tests on Internet Audio
Codecs."
The article appears in EBU
Technical Review No. 283; June 2000,
available on the Web in PDF at
www.ebu.ch/trev_283-contents.html
Given that digital radio broadcast
networks and audio automation systems are almost completely based on
low bit-rate audio codecs, the findings
in the report are illuminating.
The EBU Project Group, B/AIM
See CODECS, page 44
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Need it after hours?

ewe> ePrss
Pro Audio, Video, Lights

800.476.9886

M- F 8am-10pm, Saturday 1Oam-6pm(CST1
WWW.COmpassxpress. Co nt

FULL COMPASS
AUDIO • VIDEO • LIGHTS
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Reaktor: An Audio Lab in aPC
Alan R. Peterson
It did not take long to whip through
your station's collection of zaps and electronic production elements, did it?
So fresh only six months ago and now
each effect has been used several times,
even the ones you thought were weak.
Inspiration does not come without fresh
sounds. It is easy to feel as if you have hit
acreative wall.
If one more computer can be wedged
into the production room — it does not
need to be abig one — here's asoftware
program that can give an existing audio
library, and maybe even the entire studio, alift.
Software bundle
Reaktor 2.3 from Native Instruments
of Berlin, Germany, combines digital
synthesis, sampling and audio processing
into a single software bundle for $499.
With an inexpensive MIDI keyboard used
as acontroller, Reaktor emulates classic
music synthesizers, creates whole new
instruments and generates lots of downand-dirty, happily distorted clips desired
in radio production.
Reaktor is not aDAW, nor should it be
thought of as one. It is amodular development system that generates and modifies
audio in ways that auser dictates by constructing an on-screen processing system.
Put simply, the software helps produce
laser zaps and music beds by the
DATIoad. But Reaktor may also be used
to modify an existing library heavily to
add some new dimensions and explore
new possibilities.
My best yardstick for any production
toy is, "Will this make me look like a
genius?" With Reaktor, the answer is yes.
Reaktor is not a simple program. It is
remarkably complicated and some knowledge of synthesizers, or at least acuriosity
about them, is almost mandatory.
A user needs abasic understanding of

how sound is generated in order to get
anything out of it.
On the upside, Reaktor fills a library
with hip-sounding electronic effects that
nobody else has and can help invent new
ones when asituation demands it. With a
CD burner, it can even produce aunique
library of production elements.

accomplished in Reaktor only. Previous
Dynamo owners can upgrade to Reaktor
for $329.
Simply open the program, lasso afew
Modules, the basic building blocks inside
Reaktor, mouse them together with virtual patchcords and start making noise.
Click the screen and amint-green con-

A front and rear look at a typical Reaktor ensemble
processing audio for a production project
Reaktor combines two previous NI
programs, Generator and Transformator,
along with alarge library of sounds. The
software bundle turns aPC or aMac into
acombination modular synthesizer, sampler and audio processing rack.
Some of the sounds can be found in
the Dynamo program, a stripped-down
version of Reaktor for $ 199. It can play
the 25 instruments in the Reaktor
Premium library, but does not allow
access to modify the structure of these
instruments. Creating instruments can be

trol panel replaces all the modules and
patchcords. Knobs and faders appear that
controls all the parameters of the sound.
Reaktor runs on aminimum 233 MHz
Pentium PC or a 250 MHz Mac Power
PC 604e. An advisory: P-233 machines
are inexpensive, but run slower than we
remember. If a faster computer can be
obtained, do so. A 600 MHz Celeron PC
costs less than anew 233 once did.
Installation is effortless, and includes
the Reaktor program, the NI Premium
Library of ready-to-use sound generators

Value is what you get

Price is what you pay

What are your hot buttons?

And why pay more:

Performance
Reliability
Sound quality
Digital broadcasting
Multiple hardware options
Solid state or tube options
Software based control
Hot pluggability
Redundancy

Looking for anew transmitter, and think you'll
have to settle for tube-type? Bext can offer
state-of-the-art solid state FM transmitters at
tube prices.
In fact, we'll beat anyone else's price for anysized FM transmitter of comparable quality.
So call Bext whenever you're getting quotes for
that new main or backup transmitter, and give
yourself an opportunity to get the value you
deserve, at aprice you deserve.
Bext. Specialists in RF And awhole lot more
than agreat price on well- designed, well-built
RF equipment with all the bells and whistles.

Efficiency
Ease of service
24-hour support
Volume- based rebate

RF innovations for the broadcast world since 1985
1045 Tenth Ave San Diego CA 92101 • USA • 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474 • mail@bext.com • www.bext.com
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and a CD-ROM of audio samples that
may be used with the program.
Reaktor may be installed on multiple
machines, but when installing, opt for the
extra 100 MB enigma file. This option
will occasionally request the main CD
ROM to confirm the user is the owner,
which means keeping the installation
disks nearby at all times.
This may be annoying to some, but NI
is trying to keep guard over piracy. It is
either keeping the CD nearby or a "dongle" hardware key attached to the printer
port of the computer.
The NI Premium Library is acollection of software beatboxes, samplers and
synths written by sound designers from
around the globe. For the production
freak that actually spent time with real
synthesizers, Reaktor offers good emulations of classic Moog, EMS Putney, SEM
and PPG instruments.
A slick sample playback module called
Formantor introduces the user to "granular
synthesis,"a wild way to experiment with
audio samples. Iwill explain that soon.
A collection of sequenced and nonsequenced drum machines bangs out hip
rhythm tracks as effectively as anything
found in a paid- for CD library. One
favorite is "Gonzzo," an eight-slot sample
player that can be triggered by a MIDI
keyboard.
Th rill factor
On the surface, it is not thrilling. But
the slots can be loaded with any sound,
then played in rhythm like a drum set.
Clients will love this in their spots.
Drop automotive effects into Gonzzo,
such as an impact wrench, door slam,
horn, engine rev and brake squeal. Play
select keys on the MIDI keyboard with a
boom-TOK
boom-boom-TOK rhythm
and the neighborhood auto service center
comes to life in dance.
Load dishes clattering and vacuum
cleaners for amaid service spot. Sample
sneezes, coughs and sniffles in anticipation of cold and flu season. Get the idea?
This could be accomplished with adiscrete sampler, but remember, Reaktor is
not a single instrument; it is a self-contained electronic music lab.
With the number of preset noisemakers
provided, plenty of sonic mayhem can be
created just within the Premium Library.
But, the real power of Reaktor is in playing "whatir and gluing digital audio
tools together.
Reaktor works in ahierarchical manner. Modules are the smallest objects in
the Reaktor environment and larger
objects are comprised of many of these.
If the user knows anything about synthesizers in general, these are the oscillators,
filters, mixers and other low-level components that comprise an electronic musical instrument.
The Ensemble window is the main
overall worksurface, providing an "aerial
view" of the entire creation.
When building anew sound generator,
work is done in a Structure window
where the Instruments are loaded, or
small groupings of Modules already constructed, forming some sort of function.
Instruments already have MIDI processing built in, as well as pre-configured
control panels that appear in the finished
ensemble.
Macros are like do-it-yourself instruments intended for repetitive construction. If creating anifty little audio building block and 10 of them are needed in a
larger instrument, save it as aMacro first.
See REAKTOR, page 46
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Remote

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for custom boxee.

tools
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DC-8A Dial-Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

itieeenismig
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PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided.

AES3 Switching And Distribution
Made Easy with the AES-200

MOB.

MS0-8 Control Panel
Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LE Dindicator- equipped switches.
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Features:
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2 Input AES3 Switcher
2 XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs

SRC-1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay (Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

MC-16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings (DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels

Remote Control/Status

The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching

Uses:
Digital Studio Switcher
Professional Digital Dubbing

SRC-8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
STL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full 8half duplex models).

SSM Smart Silence Monitor

UI-411 Universal Interface

Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter control/logic, detecting phone line "ring" etc.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!
Internet www.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti tbroadcasttools com

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5 Crestview Avenue

Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567

BROADCAST

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

bdi

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736 6916
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Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service
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Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00
GOFtMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
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Phone 7-10-593-3150
FAX 740-592-3898
•
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• 5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
• 2minutes of digital audio storage
• Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
operation
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
• 4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
•
6016 FM Antenna Condé Nast Building New York City

Shively Lab
o

(207) 647-3327
S

888-SHIVELY
www.shively.com
sales@shively.com

•Will handshake with automation equipment

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS
ECONCO

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES
This 1in, 3out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.

loggot
1
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• DC- 100 kHz frequency response
• 90 dB signal/noise ratio
• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range
• Individual 20- turn output trimmers
• 1%4" rack mount enclosure

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Please call for quotation
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC„ CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call your favorite radio broadcam dealer today for Extulibur products!

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

• Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

CDA-1

•

• I3NC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

limgegorman-redlich.com

excalibur electronic%
Composite Distribution Amplifier

equipment by removable plugs

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels

Phone: 530-662-7553

Woodland, CA 95776

Fax: 530-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

Telex: 176756

From Canada: 800-848-8841

Antenna Tuning Units
Transmitter Combiners
Folded Unipole Antennas
Diplexers, Triplexers
RF Components
LBA antenna systems will improve
your efficiency, performance and
reliability. Our products are designed
and built to international standards.
Call LBA Technology for RF systems
and excellent technical service.

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279
Fax 252-752-9715
Email:

or

lbatech@lbagroup.com

Contact Our Representatives Worldwide

LBATechnology,Inc.
P0 Box8026 Greenville.NC27835USA
35 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING SERVICES
An LBA Group Company
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Codecs
Continued from page 40

(Audio in Multimedia) performed subjective evaluations on low bit- rate
codecs during late 1999 and early 2000.
Of interest, the group devised a technique to evaluate low bit-rate, intermediate-quality codecs.
The new test method is known as
MUSHRA, which stands for MUltiStimulus test with Hidden Reference
and Anchors. Both the EBU and ITU-R
have adopted it as astandard evaluation
method.
As the authors of the report point out,
due to the limited bandwidth available
over the Internet, efficient compression
techniques for data reduction have been
developed to optimize audio quality at
low bit-rates.
Analog sound systems are measured in
terms of the signal-to-noise ratio and
bandwidth, and exhibit harmonic distortions and wide- band noise. In contrast,
audio codecs are nonharmonic and produce noticeable and often disturbing distortions resulting in compromises in
audio quality.
Because of this, conventional techniques are inappropriate. Instead, EBU
suggested to MUSHRA that it provide a
reliable and repeatable measure of the
audio quality of intermediate- quality
signals.
In essence, MUSHRA is a double
blind multistimulus test method for evaluating medium and large impairments. It
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uses not only ahigh-quality reference but
results."
Both MPEG-2/4 AAC codec and
also adirect-paired comparison between
The authors stated that the tests also
Microsoft Windows Media 4exceeded the
different systems.
showed the evaluation results are repeatquality of the 7 kHz low-pass anchor.
The assessor can switch, at will,
able and reproducible. The qualitative
Differences between the best and the
between the reference signal and any of
differences, in terms of actual numerical
worst codec were particularly pronounced.
the
systems
under
test
Assessors are required to score
Table 2
the stimuli according to the fiveAudio test items which were selected for the listening tests
interval Continuous Quality
Scale: Excellent, Good, Fair,
b e
Type of audio
Recorded
Poor and Bad.
Audio item
Comments
content
by
Different compressions
During the recent test series,
the codecs that were investigated
included Microsoft Windows
2
Media 4; MPEG-2 AAC implementation by FhG-IIS; MP3
3
implementation by Opticom,
which is close to MPEG-1 and
4
MPEG-2 Layer III; Q- Design
Music Codec 2; RealNetworks
5.0; RealNetworks G2; and
5
Yamaha SoundVQ.
Each of the codecs was tested
6
at five bit- rates: 16, 20, 32, 48
and 64 kbps, in mono and stereo
7
modes. Test material consisted of
pure speech, speech together
8
with music or background noise,
as well as music-only. Length of
sequences was set to amaximum
9
-.
of 17 seconds, with a typical
length of about 12 seconds.
According to the authors of the
report. "The EBU listening tests
on Internet audio coding schemes
confirmed that the new MUSHRA
methodology provides small confidence
intervals and thus reliable and stable

You'll find endless features and more than
forty cool effects in every box of Cool Edit Pro!

P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA
cepro@syntrillium.com
1-888-941-7100

(toll Free .ole, USA and Canada)

tel: + 1-480-941-4327

fox: + 1-480-941-8170

10

Classical music

Mozart: Requiem beginning of Dies Irae

IRT

New item

Broadcast
programme

Female speech (Dutch) &
Music

NOB

Used already by EBU
BAR group

Broadcast
programme
Folk music
Live broadcast
programme

Female speech ( Danis h) DR
Swedish Folk Music
Ice hockey

commentary

Used already by EBU
BAR group

SR

Used in ITU-R tests
(ITU-R TG 10/2)

IRT

New item

Jazz music

Lee Ritenour

GRP-Records

New item

Broadcast
programme

Male speech (Danish)

DR

Used already by EBU
BAR group

Pop music

Chris Rea - On the
beach

New item

music

Susan Vega - Tom's
dinner

Used already in previous MPEG-tests

Pop

rhe nine samples of audio that were used in the tests
scores, were relatively small. However,
A number of general conclusions are
in the micro view, the authors discovmade in the technical paper.
ered large differences amongst the dif•The AAC codec is the only one that was
ferent codecs.
evaluated in the range "Excellent" at 64
For example, at 16 kbps, Q- Design
kbps for all the audio items evaluated.
Music Codec 2 provides " very good
•The Q- Design and RealNetworks 5
quality with all the music-only items."
codecs produced agrading in the range
Quality with the folk music item was
"Poor" or "Bad" independent of the bitno different from that of the 7 kHz lowrate used.
pass anchor, which was in the range of
•MS Windows Media 4 exhibited a
"good quality." The same behavior can be
nonuniform distribution over the differfound for the jazz item. However, this Qent audio items and bit-rates. At 16 kbps,
Design codec "does not perform so well
the quality varied mainly between "Fair"
in cases where music is overlaid by a and "Poor;" at 64 kbps the quality level
human voice or with speech-only items."
could be "Excellent," "Good," "Fair" or
Results for 20 kbps stereo signal
even "Poor."
showed the quality provided by all the
•The Opticom codec quality was mainly
tested codecs was still significantly lower
in the "Poor" quality range at the lowest
than that of the 7kHz low-pass anchor.
bit-rate and mainly "Good" at the highest
Again, the Q- Design Music Codec 2 bit-rate.
showed an odd behavior. With the music•Quality range of the Q- Design Music
only items, the codec demonstrated good
Codec 2 was dependent on the nature of
quality. However, in the case of the folk
the audio item and was not affected by
song, the stereo performance was better
the chosen bit-rate.
than the mono case. With human voices,
•The RealNetworks 5 codec was tested
the quality dropped significantly.
only at 16, 20 and 32 kbps; quality evaluResults for 32 kbps stereo signal
ation was mainly in the "Fair" category
showed that differences between various
and was independent of bit-rate.
codecs became more pronounced.
•The RealNetworks G2 codec showed at
Results for 48 kbps stereo signal
20 kbps asignificantly worse quality than
showed that MPEG-2/4 AAC and the
at 16 kbps mono; at 32 kbps it offered a
Opticom MP3 codecs exhibit a " fair"
similar quality to 16 kbps mono.
quality level comparable to the 7 kHz
Interpretation: Does Real G2 gain from
low-pass anchor.
joint stereo coding?
Microsoft Windows Media 4, QDesign Music Codec 2, RealNetworks
For me, results from this series of
G2 and Yamaha TwinVQ were similar to
EBU-sponsored tests should be essential
the 3.5 kHz low-pass anchor.
reading for any station that is streaming
As the authors point out, "for certain
audio via the Internet, or contemplating
audio items, for example folk music, the
the use of low bit-rate codecs.
quality of the Windows Media 4 codec
It brings some much-needed scientific
was indistinguishable from the hidden
methodology to an area mired for far too
reference, whereas the MPEG-2/4 AAC
long in subjective nonsense and alack of
and Opticom MP3 codecs produced
reality.
'good' quality."
Results for 64 kbps stereo signals
Mel Lambert founded Media &
showed that the MPEG-2/4 AAC codec
Marketing to provide communication and
came close to the hidden reference, the
consulting services for pro audio firms
only codec to be evaluated in the "exceland facilities. Reach him via e-mail at
lent" range for all the items.
www.mel-lambert.com
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623-71M-9160
Since 1979 Mager Systems has been
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designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio
furniture for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our
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unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
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premium constriction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and
installation. Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surace tops
exclusively, that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our qualTty furniture
is very affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to

•—`

showplace. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday, so.
if you haven't looked at Mager Systems lately, its time you checked te
see what we have new to offer like Turnkey Prewirinq. Call us

Detsittcd,

today and find out why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

THE MOST COMPLETE FM
TEST SET AVAILABLE
AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO!
Complete
proof of
performance
instrument
• Frequency
agile
• Converts
standard XY
scope into a
spectrum
analyzer
The 0E1 Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test
Package is a high technology precision instrument that
set a new standard for FM performance measurement
tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM
transmitter Line. Contact ()El today and let us put our
innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales
department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.

-----------

AEI

httpdhvww.qei-broadcastcom
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805
Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-91541856-728-2020
856-629-1751 Fax

POWER
AMPLIFIERS

a..td

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &

SPECIALIZING IN

CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

• Moseley

• Exciters • Optimods
• AM/FM Monitors

• Series fed

• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification
unmeama-

• Internal feed
• Brass/Copper
construction
• Excellent bandwidth

>

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.

TECHNICAL SERVICE

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262

MIR Series
Circular polarization

• McMartin

• Remote Control Systems

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
E-mail: psibaesurfshopmet

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...

...NOTHING
10 WATTS IN, 1000 WATTS OUT

All solid state, no tuning, 3year warranty Unbeatable prices
Models from 150w to 3kW www svpa com

Silicon Valley
POW ER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Phone 408 986 9700 Fax 408 986 1438

Place your ad here and reach key broadcast
professionals with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone Mullins @ 703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.
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Reaktor
Continued from page 42

Later, drop that Macro into the project 10
times instead of having to create that
same block over and over.
On the work surface, which is the
Structure window, begin opening and
dragging Instruments and Macros. Click
and drag connecting lines to patch everything together in any manner. String a
virtual output to the soundcard, warm up
the MIDI keyboard and hit afew notes. It
is surprising to hear what comes out.
Click on the screen and the patchwork
spaghetti disappears behind a control
panel. Grab aknob, tune up, tweak afilter, add some delay or distortion — whatever the user wants to do.

By the way, to look "behind the panel of one of the stock Library sounds to see
how the programmers did it, just click the
window. The control panel drops away,
showing the Structure window and all the
connections.
Amber grains of WAVs
Granular synthesis is probably new to
the radio production person and the possibilities it offers cannot be ignored.
Audio is treated as grains or particles
rather than as a series of fluctuating
waves.
For amoment, suspend your notions of
waveforms and wave editing and pretend
aWAV file is acookie that is bashed with
a fist. Rather than making lots of tiny
cookies, thousands of particles are created instead.
If those crumbs were actually little

pieces of sound, imagine being able to
sweep a whole bunch together and play
back whatever is contained on them or
being able to use a single crumb as the
basis for aloopable sound.
This is a rough idea of what granular
synthesis offers — the ability to use only
aparticle of original audio as the foundation for aproject.
One Reaktor sampler that employs
granular synthesis is Formantor, found in
the NI Premium Library. It is possible in
Formantor to freeze the replay at any
point in the sample and not hear the usual
ticks and clicks heard when looping in a
typical sampler.
Formantor also shift formants, the overtone structure of acomplex sound, so a
male voice sounds feminine and achild's
voice sounds similar to alumberjack.
What station does not have the Homer

It's 2am.
Do you know where a
Two-Track Recorder isP

Chances are, there's one on Broadcastmarket.com, the auction
and classified website designed exclusively for audio and video
professionals. Whether you're looking to purchase afew items or
an entire studio, Broadcastmarket.com is the first place to look for
all of your equipment needs, whenever you want, day or night.
Log on to broadcastmarket.com and find just what you're looking
for. Any time.

broadcast arket
Your online A/V auction site

Product Capsule:
Native Instruments Reaktor 2.3
Software Synthesis

Thumbs Up
=

=

Works on both Mac and PC
Open-ended flexibility
Granular sampling
WAV file export

Thumbs Down
Dull green screen

For more information contact the California
office of Native Instruments at
(800) 665-0030 or check out the Web
site at www.native-intruments.com

Simpson "D'oh!" effect filed away somewhere? Drop it into Formantor, freeze the
playback in the middle of the "0" sound
and MIDI it. Now it is awhole choir of
Homer Simpsons that, depending on your
keyboard skills, can sing in full-blown
harmony.
Make a mess
But for real creativity, go back through
an existing CD library and begin modifying all of those sounds. Slap some around
with alittle distortion, abit of granularity
and maybe adrum machine track. Save
the finished work as aWAV and network
it over into the DAW.
Reaktor does not work like aDAW, but
more like an instrument. If some editing is
needed to clean things up, feel free to use
aseparate editor. Then launch Reaktor and
add some real-time creativity.

Even if new sounds are created by
accident, the sounds will find ause somewhere. Remember, Silly Putty and Teflon
were both invented by accident too.
If there were anything I would
change about Reaktor, it would be to
offer some variation from the green
control panel screen. One complete
ensemble often looks like the one just
before it. Maybe the same folks who
come up with new " skins" for the
WinAmp Internet free media player
could offer asuggestion or two.
Other than this, Ihave nothing but
praise for Reaktor. It is somewhat difficult to locate, but is worth the effort.
Larger national chain music stores may
carry it.
A free limited demo is available from
the
company
Web
site,
www.
native-instruments.com. Just remember
to scroll down on the opening page and
click on the English version. Updates for
registered owners are also afree download from the NI Web site.
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Jukebox

Product Capsule:
Creative Labs
Nomad Jukebox

Continued from page 40

to accidentally interrupt a recording by
hitting one of the control buttons. The
Lock button must be engaged after pressing record so the controls cannot be used.
However, this device was not designed
to do recording as a primary function.
The feature seems to have been included
as an afterthought, and was not considered thoroughly.
Other issues are inherent to using
hard drives in the field, such as sensitivity to dampness, temperature and
vibrations. But those will remain
unchecked until these more obvious
issues are addressed.
On the positive side, battery life was
decent. Igot more than one hour of use
off the AAs. An external battery pack
could easily be rigged to feed the AC
adapter jack, but this is not worth the

4_ Thumbs Up
=

=

Uncompressed harddrive recording
1 Enormous capacity
1 Good battery life

Thumbs Down
Poor recording quality

For more information contact
the company in Oklahoma at
1800) 998-1000 or visit the Web site

In comparison with an MD, the Jukebox
is about the same size as a CD player

www.nomadworld.corn
•

effort yet.
The Nomad Jukebox was first
announced afew months ago. As aplayer, it is likely to enjoy great popularity.

Ihope that the next version will bring
the recording capabilities up to speed.
In perspective, the evolution from MD's
introduction to the near-CD quality of the

ATRAC 4codee took more than five years.
Idoubt the portable hard- drive recorder
concept will take as long to become aserious contender for ENG applications.
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Tri Maze Complete AM FM Processing Package
GAIN WWI,.
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Model TM4013

Reliable, Quality Processing From:

Broadcast Technology Company
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Phone: 719-336-3902

ARE POWER POLES DEFORMING
YOUR AM COVERAGE PATTERN?
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SEN6shown with
optional rack mount

THE NEW

•-

60 dB control range.
Tri Maze
Meets all NRSC requirements.
Time domain contoured, integrated release.
Easy access compression and mix controls.
Dip switch selectable pre and de- emphasis, 75 or 150 uS.
Mix down peak metering, permits precise yet simple setup.
Triggered absolute level expansion, auto- mode for voice or music.
Zero hysteresis post filter clipping, provides up to 2dB loudness
without center channel distortion products

P.O. Box 751 • Lamar, CO 81052

Network Control Made Simple!!
Í
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SEN-6

The SEN 6is asingle channel encoder with integral audio
filtering that can produce 25Hz. 35Hz and combination
tones from external closures A special test mode
and output lets you set tone insertion level without
sending the tones over the regular program path.

Finally! A professional Subaudible
Encoder that you can really use!
> Encodes 25, 35 & 25/35 combination tones
(can also generate 50 & 75Hz 1.
> Tunable notch filters remove subaudible
content from program material prior to tone
insertion.
> LED indicators for power, input set, output
clipping and tone generation.
> Primary control & Status connections are
duplicated on both screw terminals & a DB-9.
> Jumper-set precise tone duration.
> Suggested List Price only $399.00
• cn
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www.freeland-inc.com
Email freeland-inc com@freeiand-inc.com

NON- DIRECTIONAL
PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED
SIMPLY
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INEXPENSIVELY
WITH THE

FERROLINEAR
RF CHOKE
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

NOTT LTD
PHONE 505-327-5646
FAX 505-325-1142
EMAIL k5ynr@tjantenna.com
o
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CircuitWerkes - (352)335-6555/ Fax 380-0230

'Reach key broadcast
rofessionals!
RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium
for marketing your
products and services.
It's an efficient, effective and
affordable advertising option!
For "
wire information in, iat4ing Tales
and deadlines contact your sales
representative or Simone Mullins
at 703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request a media kit.
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The Ultimate Radio Time Machine
Alan R. Peterson
Awriiiight! Now this is aclock!
From when Ibegan collecting all the
little things necessary to put Annandale
Terrace Radio "ATR 1170" on the air
in the Washington, D.C., suburbs, I
have been obsessed with the desire to
outfit my humble Part 15 rig with a
replica of an old-fashioned radio
advertising clock.
As Imentioned in previous articles,
the general ambience of my 1950s-era
neighborhood influenced my passion
for finding one of those magnificent
old timepieces — but not just any old
timepiece.
It had to be one from that era, or at
least look like one from that era. And it
had to have some sort of kinetic charm,
whether a color wheel or some other
amusing aspect set in motion with asynchronous motor.
Butterfingers
My own design, revealed in the last
World According to ARP, is proving to be
achallenging project. While it probably
will not be fleshed out with any elaborate
interior machinery, the fabrication of
even a simple case and art-deco front is
frustrating enough.
Sheet acrylic plastic has a tendency
to crack and split along lines Ihad not
intended, and the old-style "Broadway"
lettering Iam fond of is not easy to

Talk about a classic radio station clock: This KSRO(AM)
blast from the past was found on eBay.
recreate in reverse on the back masking
of the face.
Add to that my utter inexperience in
bending even the lightest of metals, and
Iam almost tempted to ditch the whole
thing. My attempts to date look like a
junior- high shop project that was
assembled in the dark.
But every now and again, along comes

the inspiration that forces one to persevere. In my case. it was a radio station
clock discovered in mid- October on
eBay, the online auction site.
This classic looks as if it was retired
from longtime duty at Radio City Music
Hall or perhaps the Grand Ole Opry. But
according to its present owner — a fellow known on eBay as "Big Rider Harry"
— it came from KSRO(AM) in Santa
Rosa, Calif. Harry granted permission to
reuse his photo and even provided me
with adescription of this beauty.

The face

MS HAPPENS.

letters, the frequency and perhaps a slogan more permanent than what would go
in the marquee.
It is hard to make out in print, but it
may be possible to discern an AM frequency around 1350 or 1360 on either
side of the clock face.
Best of all, the face is flanked by the
very things that make a radio station
clock great — animated radio towers.
According to Big Rider Harry, the two
towers emit little lightning bolts while
the clock motor is running. Lit from
behind, this would elicit a smile out of
even the most jaded of broadcasters.
Harry also told me, "The clock works,
but is very noisy and needs to be cleaned.
The whole thing measures approximately
24 by 24 inches and is around four inches
deep. Ithink it weighs about 10 pounds
or more, and the back of the clock has a
hole with acover plate," presumably to
maintain the motor and change the tube.
no sehcram emiT
Knowing what little Ido about old
electric clocks, Iwonder if a little work
will be necessary on the innards. Besides
scaring up afluorescent or neon tube for

is flanked by the very things

that make a radio station clock great —
animated radio towers.

... and now RWOnline brings it to your deektop every day.

This, my friend, is what Ihad been
seeing in my head for months, but so far
had been unable to adequately explain or
even sketch. Now that 1have an established, original design in mind, Ican only
look at this model with admiration.

Anew feature on RWOnline

Every business day the Radio World editorial staff will provid2 you with the late -3t in radio news
and technology. Begin your work oay with the scoop on:

•Digital Radio

•New Product Launches

•Mergers and Acquisitions

•Who sDoing What and When

•FCC Regulations

•Trade Show Coverage

Every two weeks, you depend on Radio World ta prcvide you with in-death coverage
of all the happenings in radio. Now turn to www.rwionline. xim to provide you
the same excellent coverage - every weekday!

Get your RW NewsBytes NOW!
www.rwonline.com/dailynews

Marquee message
Let's begin at the bottom. The rectangular portion of the clock that looks like
atheater marquee is actually intended to
hold slide-in letters for advertising or for
a message of the day. These three rows
are where the receptionist would have
posted "Welcome Cub Scouts," " Your
Information Station" or other message
typical of the local AM station of 40
years ago.
It also is where some smart-aleck kid
would wait until the receptionist was
turned away and hurriedly rearrange
"Sandy Kramer in the Morning" into
"the Man iS adorK" and still have letters left over.
The blue arched upper section holds
the clock motor, a neon or fluorescent
tube — Harry sounded unsure about that
— four white spaces for the station call

this puppy, the motor might need more
than alittle TLC.
An odd characteristic shared by many
old electric clock motors is their tendency to sometimes begin spinning backwards. A guy that runs a motor repair
shop told me it is common in older electric clocks, as he tried to explain to me
the fineries of shaded pole AC motors,
Telechron rotors and Hammond organ
motors before Istopped listening.
Whether or not this baby needs any
serious work, Imay still place abid on it.
Of course, Istill intend to complete work
on my art deco special. But as Isaid
before, this is mighty close to the kind of
clock Iwas envisioning some weeks
back. Either way, there will be aclassic
studio clock adorning the walls of ATR
1170 before much longer.
I'll fill you in on how the actual station
is coming along next time.
Alan Peterson is an instructor and CE
at Connecticut School of Broadcasting's
Washington, D.C., campus. Reach him at
alanpeterson@earthlink.net
or
TerraceRadio1170@aol.com

Radio World

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

liceasticsrirst"
Z.888-765-2900

Radio tower, 1000', 38 acres,
located southeast Missouri, will sell
tower with or without land. Sydney
Pollack, Pollack Bdctg Co. 9016R5-0882 fax: 901-685-6203.

Full product line for sound

LPFM ANTENNAS

control & noise elimination.

$95!

www.acousticsfirst.com

3db gain single bay
fmbroadcasters.com

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Peavey tower amp CS- 600,
$200. Mark Stamat, WPDQ,
1745 Hwy 9, Howell NJ 07731.
732-845-9362 or 9055.
OSC Audio stereo power
amp mdl 1200, rack mt, xlrs,
$300. Robert Curtis, WRMC,
HC- 82-190-C, Violet Hill AR
72584.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized
four port coaxial switch .
Continental Communications,
800-664-4497.
Email:
contcommefiastknet.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION

-#K fiecironics
4HAU

Scala 5 element Yagi, one
center mount & one rear
mount, both 106.5, $ 150 ea.
Curt Marker, WHWL, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.
Andrew HJ7-50A, 300', 1-5/8" air
dielectric heliax, new on reel,
$3100/60. Amy Davis, WASY,
12714 East Hwy 97. Rocky Mount
NC 27803. 252-442-8092.

BBE 422-A sonic maximizer, professional. like new, box, manual,
$165/80 +shpg; DOD R-831 (2)
31-band pro graphic EQ's, like
new, box, annual, $265/pr/B0
+shpg. Alex Sandoval, El Sotano
Studio, 118 SW Affan Dr, Ankeny
IA 50021. 515-965-3823.

Gates Sta Level to make a
pair. Mark Schackow, 307 4th
Ave E. - Lemmon SD 57638.
605-374-3424.
AUTOMATION

AntennaSigns.com
800-526-4817,

ext. 115

Arrakis DL11 w/Y2K & hard
drive software upgrade, remote
tower & network card also
included, $2450. Mark Stamat,
WPDQ, 1745 Hwy 9, Howell NJ
07731. 732-845-9362 or 9055.

Automation rack including (2)
Revox A-77 r- r, BAI mono cart
Carousel, BAI Live Assistant,
reels & tone generator. gd cond,
$1000. John Wilsbach, WMSS,
214 Race St, Middletown PA
17057. 717-948-9136.

flocJiza Waild
CART MACHINES

Iron, The °kWh: Line. o alv. or Hand Industries. Inc

Want to Sell

Power plant FM 100,000 diesel,
was microwave stand by, 100 KW
3ph, low hours, $ 10,000/130, can
deliver. Joe, N Joy Broadcasting,
8264 S Cody St, Littleton CO
80128. 303-972-9698.

BE triple deck, gd cond,
record made need work, 200
carts free, $ 1000/B0. Curt
Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen
Dr, Marquette MI 49855. 906249-1423.

Transmitters, Antennas, STL Systems

superiorbroadcast.com
contact

Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326

Sparta Carousel automated
cart systems ( 3), older mdls.
some missing pieces. w/wo
racks, will " make a deal".
Robert Curtis, WRMC, HC- 82190-C, Violet Hill AR 72584.

CD-f?

Fax 800/644-5958

DUPLICATORS

Want to Sell

mninemrsmedla.com

AfRSmedia
Master Recording Supply

CO, DIM, Rub & Vidal OUpliCalitin Equipment
Peeping Supplies • Blank Media
Tou. FREE (
800)-860-4560
COMPLETE

Want to Sell

Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Weather- resistant
aluminum tower
„...,
signs for
compliance with
47 CFR Part 17.4(g) e

ITC 99/B stereo R/P's, plus
many various model stereo
players. Call for items &
prices. Also CD &
DAT
machines
for
sale.
Dan
Krantz, 602-943-1958, email:
imagewestcommunicationseyahoo com

EQUIPMENT

ICE KRACKERS, INC.

Complete Shively 10 bay
antenna at 103.5, $6000 + u-pick
up. Joe, N Joy Broadcasting,
8264 S Cody St, Littleton CO
80128. 303-972-9698.

BE stereo cart machine, 1
R/P, 1p, excel cond. David
Senzig, WJO, 5658 143rd
Ave, Holland MI 49423. 888993-1260
or
email:
lanserewjq.com.

Want to Sell

Want to Buy
(KM) 954-425'5

ATC cart, cue pulse gen,
$150; Harris cart mdl 9947994-00 1/4 trk & 3 trk heads,
$150: Audio Corp A Series
dual stereo 1.2 trk. $ 150.
Robert Curtis, WRMC, HC- 82190-C, Violet Hill AR 72584.

FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTERiANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
API Odessey 12 chnl bdct console for parts, not complete,
$1000; API 512 stereo line
modues from Odessey console, $_150. Mark Schackow,
307
Ave E, Lemmon SD
57638. 605-374-3424.

e

DO YOU NEED

PARTS

FOR
ANIPRO CONSOLES &
CART RECORDER
SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
Now

SOO-848-442 B
_LL
MASTERCARD

Ramko DC8MS Touchmatic 8
chnl stereo bdct console
w/power amp & assys, books.
$500/60.
Robert
Curtis,
WRMC, HC- 82-190-C. Violet
Hill AR 72584.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Microphone spring booms.
$25 ea. Robert Curtis, WRMC,
HC- 82-190-C, Violet Hill AR
72584.

Want to Buy
258 consoles or any other
WE items, paying up to $ 7500.
Larry Drago. WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203230-5255.
Auditronics 200 series console for parts, or will by gd
board. Need 201 SLI modules.
David Senzig. WJO, 5658
143rd Ave, Holland MI 49423.
888-993-1260
or
email:
lanserewlq.com.
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Orban Optimod 8000A, mint
cond. w/manual. $ 985/B0
+shpg. Jeff Thornton, Maple
Island Comm, 18617 State
Hwy
104, Glenwood MN
56334. 320-634-3213.
Radio Design Labs ST-GCA2
fast gain control amp w/pwr supply, new, $ 100/80; Radio Design
Labs ST-CL1 compressor, limiter
w/pwr supply, new, $ 100/B0. Al
Wendel, ALW Electronics, 300 So
18th St, Estherville IA 51334. 712362-7939.
Sony audio mixer, made by
same as Shure M68. Hi 2, Low
Z, aux input, gd cond, $60/60;
McMartin rack mount amp,
mono, great fo - monitor. PA,
background music applications, like new. $ 100/130. Al
Windel, ALW Electronics, 300
So 18th St, Estherville IA
51334. 712-362-7939.
Yamaha SPX9011 aural simulator, $ 150; Orban 8182A
Optimod TV/multi compression
loudness
controller.
Hilbert Clipper, $ 750; Samick
84 system
mixing
board
w/power supply, $ 250; Bi amp
MR/140 reverb, $ 150. Mark
Stamat, WPDQ, 1745 Hwy 9,
Howell NJ 07731. 732-8459362 or 9055.
Urei LA12 stereo limiter in excel
cond, $600; Urei/JBL M712
stereo limiter in excel cond,
$400; dbx 163 single chnl unbalanced compressor, older model,
$110. Mark Schackow. 307 4th
Ave E, Lemmon SD 57638. 605374-3424.
Want to Buy

Behringer MX2642A 16 chnl
console, new in boxes ( 3),
$620 ea. Serge PetitHomme,
C&S Network, POB 1517, Port
Chester NY 10573. 914-9663436 or 800-898-1011.

Collins 26U-2, for parts to
complete one I have. Mark
Schackow, 307 4th Ave E,
Lemmon SD 57638. 605-3743424.

McMartin B502 stereo console, gd cond. David Senzig,
WJO,
5658
143rd
Ave,
Holland MI 49423. 888-9931260
or
email:
lanserewjq.com.

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Buy
Good used handheld wireless
mic w/diversity receiver, UHF is
fine. Al Windel, ALW Electronics,
300 So 18th St, Estherville IA
51334. 712-362-7939.
77 & 44's, paying up to $2000
for RCA mics. Larry Drago,
WELI. POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.
RCA 77DX & 44 BX. will pay
$500 to $ 1000. Larry Drago,
WELI, POB 85, Hamden CT
06514. 203-230-5255.
RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's,
WE-639's, On- Air & recording lights wanted, top dollar
paid! 615-352-3456, FAX: 615352-1922.
E-mail:
billbryantmgmtehome.com.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Roland 4404 PAamp & mdl 6101
LO, $ 100/both +shpg. Herman
Gibbs. WCWS. Box C-3177,
College of Wooster, Wooster OH
44691. 330-263-2212.
RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $13.95
10"X

19"$19.95

HALL

CAUTION
TM TIMM»

Iliedr011iCS

SO41 98442«

Kenwood AT- 50 audio timer,
excel, $ 30/B0 + shpg: Pioneer
RG-1 analog dynamic range
expander, excellent, $ 35/B0
+shpg; dbx 200, 228 route
selector/NR unit, manuals,
excel, $85ea/B0 + shpg. Alex
Sandoval, El Sotano Studio,
118 SW Arlan Dr, Ankeny IA
50021. 515-965-3823.

Racks (
3), 70x23x22 w/removable sides/door ( L- R), plug strips,
inner equip rails, $ 100 ea. Robert
Curtis, WRMC, HC-82-190-C,
Violet Hill AR 72584.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.
7I17 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220
Phone 410-335-3136
FAX 786-513-0812
E-mail baycountry@pcbank net
Member of BBB

SAE 5000 impulse NR system.
$275; AR 1W woofer in unfinished
pine enclosure speaker, $ 155. J
Haut, Hartt Audio Transfers, 2418
36th Ave West, Seattle WA 98199.
206-282-0720.
Want to Buy
McGregory & Standard music
library transcriptions. JHartt,Hartt
Audio Transfers, 2418 36 trl Ave
West, Seattle WA 98199. 206282-0720.
McKay Dymek DA3, 5, 9 indoor
directional AM receiving antenna.
J Hatt, Ham Audio Transfers,
2418 36th Ave West, Seattle WA
98199. 206-282-0720.
RCA on-air or stand-by lights.
paying $200 ea: On- Air signs
from 50's & 60's, paying $200 for
ea sign in any condition. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New
Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors. McMartin
& Belar. Many to choose from,
tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full guaranteed. Goodrich
Ent. 402-493-1886.

HALL

Electronics

706 Rose Hill Dr.
Charlottesville Va, 22901
804-984-4255 (Voice)
804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Months Deal:
Tascam DA -30 MKII
DAT Recorders
Rebutlt $ 595.00
vv/ 30 day warrenty

Lots more Used / Rebuilt
gear on our website.
Visit our web site for more information.

sales@halls.com www.holls.com tech@halls.com

BEE

SO

Ampex 600 1/2 trk, 7.5 ips, in
Samsonite case, $ 165. J
Hartt, Hartt Audio Transfers,
2418 36th Ave West, Seattle
WA 98199. 206-282-0720.

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Hallicrafters S-85, S-118 vacuum tube short wave receivers,
working, $65 ea/B0 + shpg. Alex
Sandoval, El Sotano Studio, 118
SW Arlan Dr, Ankeny IA 50021.
515-965-3823.
McKay-Dymek AM- 7 high
fidelity AM tuner w/wide & narrow rf switcher. Tuner only,
does not include McKayDymek antenna, $ 150. Mike
Stosich, Esoteric Sound, 4813
.Wallbank Ave, Downers Grove
IL 60515. 630-960-9137.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex AG-440C two in gd cond,
one needs brake adjustment,
$1000/60. Curt Marker, WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.
Ampex ATA 700 r- r ( 2), $250;
Teac A-330058 r- r, $ 150. Mark
Stamat, WPDQ, 1745 Hwy 9,
Howell NJ 07731. 732-8459362 or 9055.

Otan i ARS-1000-DC audio,
10.5" tape recorder, 3.75-15
ips, Scully Elect, Russ Lang
cab, $400; Scully 2 trk, ?, 14"
reel, tape recorder, Russ Lang
cab, $ 500; Scully 4 trk 1/2,
10.5" reel tape recorder, flat
20-20K,
Russ Lang cab,
remote, $ 500. Robert Curtis,
WRMC, HC-82-190-C, Violet
Hill AR 72584.
Revox A77, in very gd cond,
BO; Tascam 234 Syncaset 4
trk pro cassette for bdct/project use, like new cond, several avail, BO. Patrick Wahl,
WOGO, 2396 State Hwy 53,
Chippewa Falls WI 54729.
715-723-1037.
Tascam 32 1/4" r- r prod
machine, excel cond, $600.
Mark Schackow, 307 4th Ave
E, Lemmon SD 57638. 605374-3424.

ROO Online
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MICROWAVE

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

E>

STATIONS

SATELLITE

r

TELOS-Zephyr
COMREX-Hotline, Vector
MUSICAM-Prima
COMPLETE AUDIO PACKAGES

Silver Lake Audio
(516)763-1776

internet: silverlakeaudio.com
Moseley DSP6000A, digital
studio- transmitter link, 4channel. Still in box. Len Martinez,
915-949-8800.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

STL's

Nexus

FM Par Mips

Audio

Test Equipilellt

If we don't have Lwe will get
SUMS, INC. (8e) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Space is
available!
To advertise, call
703-998-7600,
ext 154.

Zephyr four cards, excel
cond,
BO.
Curt
Marker,
WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr,
Marquette MI 49855. 906-2491423.
Want to Buy
Comstream DR- 200 digital
audio satellite receiver. Email
your price to /
vmaneusa.net.
SCA/SUBCARRIERS
Major
Baltimore
market
radio
station
WLIF-FM
SCA/Subcarrier available.
Call Alan Hay, 410-823-1570.
One West Pennsylvania Ave,
Towson MD 21204.
SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

•

$

s

o

•

C

I

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

I

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD's

210 S. Main St.. Thiensville. WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6345
http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and EuroeuiLllEn

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

Tr 1-301-913-9287
FAX: (3011913-5799 • 5272 Riser Rd. #4(1) • Bethesda. MD 20812(}

MUNN-REESE, INC.

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSLLTANTS
Full Service From Allocation tti
)peration AM/FM/TV/Al •X Services.
Field Altint:Antenna and
Facilities Design

AM - FM - TV
P.O. Box 220,100 Airport Dr.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517-278-7339 or Fax 517 2786973
wayne@munn-reese.com

()ter 35 rears engineering
and cons.lilting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
w ve wgraliambrock.cont

TV-$550: LIYIN-$550; FM-$250:
AM Frey Searches-Call for quote
Applications. Amendments
8.: Upgrades

.\be

• ...me-••••1111,

www.datim orld.com
800-368-5754

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping- SIL Paths
RFHAZ,-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant x »
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITES/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
-Field Work
•Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

T and T Measurements
800-687-9161
email: ltaft@2fords.net
tandtmeasurements.com

631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928.1905

dstawcPld'
,.

SOFTWARE

Low Cost Flat Fee
We make trips all across the U.S.
Call to get on our schedule.

Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail

. .6.,. . e. . . e

PC -

AM Annual
NRSC Spectrum
Measurements

NI Celenia
Communications Consultants

. . ,. :_i
,..,. . ,

1-800-797-1338

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data

Fax (763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 (
763) 785-4115 -mend.,

is

System One Communications

info adataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

HP 330B vacuum tube distortion analyzer, rack mountable,
gd, $ 75/B0 + shpd; HP 428-A
vacuum tube milliammeter,
excel, BO. Alex Sandoval, El
Sotano Studio, 118 SW Arlan
Dr, Ankeny IA 50021. 515-9653823.

Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
Y'•
▪

AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

FREQUENCY SEARCH - $ 199
FM APPLICATIONS - $ 1199
LPFM APPLICATIONS - $ 748

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
Harris TE 3 in perfect cond,
currently on 100.1, crystals
still
avail, $ 550.
Kinnon
Thomas, The Thomas Sound
Group, 619 S Main St,
Gainesville FL 32601. 352376-8742.
Tepco J-340 ( 2), used 2 yrs,
like new, $ 2000 ea. Curt
Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen
Dr, Marquette MI 49855. 906249-1423.
CSI- T- 25-A1, 25KW, early
1980's mdl in gd cond,
$30,000/B0. Angie Sugalski,
WCN, POB 444, Spartanburg
SC 29304. 888-989-2299.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Decade MS100S low power
xmtr part 15, new, $ 740; Broad
C. Wareh TX 150 low power
100W
xmtr,
25-150W
adjustable, call for price.
Serge
Petit Homme,
C&S
Network, POB 1517, Port
Chester NY 10573. 914-9663436 or 800-898-1011.
Energy-Onix Legend 1000,
1992 1000W solid state FM
xmtr tuned to 91.1 FM, less
exciter, $4000 + shpg. John
Wilsbach, WMSS, 214 Race
St, Middletown PA 17057. 717948-9136.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

(LPFM fee includes freg search')

FROM STOCK

Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MX Resolutions • Petitions

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Coverage Maps - $ 39

FROM STOCK

T

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461
www.mbcradio.oreconsulting

Tr9YsinnfrrrK
Don't gamble
with your
advertising
dollars!
Cell Simone MuMna /Of more inionielemi

703-998-7600, Ext. 154

TE YOUR BUSINESS!
SPACE IS AVAILABLE!

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

C - 111.111link • 111C0111,,

Call Simone Mullins for more
information at
1-800-336-3045 x. 154.

,111

, L11,,

,111,,111

...Republicans say that's the way
it was...Democrats say that's the
way it is...the people say this is
the way it's going to be...and
some things never change...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in

Custom Full- color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

info@owleng.com

Want to Buy
10.5" music reels, Drake
Chenault, Radio Arts, contemporary, C-300, basic library
reels, Christmas seasonal,
oldies, 70's or 80's. Chuck
Raub, RD1, Kingsley PA
18826. 570-434-2609.

FCC Applications and Field Engineering

EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Want to Buy
AM or FM station located in
RI, MA or CT area. Non commercial or commercial, no station to small, will consider partnership. Michael Cardillo, 151
Morgan
St,
Cranston
RI
02920. 401-942-8341.

BUILD A COMPUTER TOOLBOX
AT
www.epix.net/-ronnieb

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

Buy an FCC Certified low power
AM transmitter & cover up to a
4- mile radius. Why wait 3years
or more for Non-Commercial
low power FM. Call ( 401) 3221743 or online: wwwwblq.org,
for more info. No FCC license
required. To order atransmitter,
send down payment of $ 500,
along with your address to:
DiPonti Comm., 244 Post Rd,
Westerly RI 02891. FCC 11)5:
DID62:1T-1100

Want to Sell

CONSULTANTS
1(11101011% EvANs

OWN A COMMERCIAL
RADIO STATION
ANYWHERE IN
THE COUNTRY FOR
ONLY $ 1500!!

Tektronix, dual trace oscilloscope RM-561-A, rack mount,
3576- DT
sampler
3T77
sweep, $ 500/130.
Robert
Curtis, WRMC, HC- 82-190-C,
Violet Hill AR 72584.

broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetattnet
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POWER TUBES
APPROXIMATELY
1
/2

ECONCO

THE

COST OF NEW!

TRANSMITTERS (cont.)

TUBES, Eimac,
Svetlana
800-430-6683
Fax: 905-469-4291
ams(hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FM

1985

Harris FM100K Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 1K

2 KW

FM

1996

BE FM 2C Solid State
Single Phase

2.5 KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5 KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5 KW

FM

1976

Collins 831D Single Phase

5 KW

FM

1985

Harris FM 5K

5 KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 5K

5 KW

FM

1967

Collins 830E

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 6000D

10 KW

FM

1974

Harris FM1011/K

20 KW

FM

1980

Harris FM2OK

20 KW

FM

1988

CCA FM 20,000G

30 KW

FM

1995

C1E1 FM030,00013-1 Single Phase

400W

AM

1996

Nautel AMFET 400

5KW

AM

1977

Collins 828E-1

5KW

AM

1982

Continental 315R-1

5KW

AM

1980

CSI T-5-A

10KW

AM

1975

Continental 316F

"Since

CCA 25,000W 70s vintage. OK
shape, priced to sell at $8900:
QEI 3500W FMQ-3500 with
matching exciter, presently on
air. excel, $ 10,900. Call Chris at
816-628-5959. Other FM models also available!
Continental
315-R " Power
Rock" pulse modulated five KW
AM
xmtr.
Continental
Ccmmunications.
800-6644497.
Email:
contcommefiasttnet.

25KW AM

1989

Nautel AMPFET 25
Solid State

25KW

AM

1985

CSI T-25-A

50KW

AM

1978

Continental 317C-1

50KW

AM

1982

Harris MW-50B

Continental 831-D2 2.5KW FM
xrntr.
Continental
Communications. 800-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiastl.net•
Harris MW- 5-B five KW pulse
modulated
AM
xmtr.
Continental Communications.
800-664-4497.
Email:
contcommefiastl.net.
McMartin BF- 10K 10 kW FM,
factory rebuilt, in perfect, like
new cond, includes new tubes,
tested & tuned on your freq.
Guaranteed. Adjustable from
5.5 kW to 15 kW, FCC type
accepted. Goodrich Ent, 402493-1886.

SERVICES
*LPFM Freq Searches:
$189
*LPFM Application
Preparation: $949
*Full Color Coverage Maps
(!.ingle station to any contour)' $79

MonsterFM.com

903-562-1978
Email: hawkfmenetzero.net
www.MonsterFM.com
-Financing Available-

START YOUs. "
RADIO STATIC»
P
F

Since 1947

LEGALLY'.

P
F

M ONLY $74g M
FREE FREQUENCY
SEARCH!
NIBC Consulting
800-219-7461
www.vnbcradIo.org I
pf

SIMPLE CONNECTION

Want to Buy

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
E-mail broadcast@infocom.com
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505

www.broadcast-richmond.com

4CX15000A - EEV
4CX25013 - Elmac
3CX800A 7 + more

Now&

Rebuilf Tubes
Export Shipping

800-422-4250 Ca &X)-422-42771
Same Day World Wide Shipping •
16 ......
mu .0

Want to Buy
RCA 6L6GA, GC or GTA N- I- B
or used tubes. Larry Drago,
WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Buying used equipment?

Selling used equipment?

Do them both
right here!

Broadcast
Equipment
Exchange
For more

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich Ent., 11435 Marbierson,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

information, call

Want to Advertise?

703-998-7600,

Call Simone Mullins

703-998-7600, ext. 1 4

Simone Mullins
at
ext. 154
email:

TUBES
Want to Sell
AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVErLANA
3CX400A7/8877, 3CX3000A7, 3500ZG,
4CX250B,
4-400,
4CX400A, 807, 833C. ETC.
Westgate 800-213-4563.
C Electronics Co.

Connect to the USA Turnkey Distributor

I

ARS Electronics

RCA BTF-5-E1 5KW single
phase
FM.
Continental
Communications.
800-6644497.
Email:
contcommefiasttnet.

NEW TUBES

EXT. 110

HELP WANTED

•USA

RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
800-6644497.
Email:
contcommefiastl.net.

We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the
lowest pnces. 'insect Irons
OUR STOW!'

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

EMPLOYMENT

urle
Svetlana l
RCA
I
ARS I

IFreeland
EEV

I

McMartin BF-5K 5 kW FM,
factory rebuilt in perfect, like
new cond, includes new tubes,
tested & tuned on your freq,
guaranteed, fully adjustable
from 0 to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Ent, 402-493-1886.

200 Product Lines, Integrated & Prewired

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

Marketing Director
I Thomson

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-736 -1
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: WWW.FMAMTV.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorn@fmamtv.com

BEKT TRANSMITTERS - Call
for demos, closeouts, full warreply. 619-239-8462.

1947

Elma

Continental 315-R1 " Power
Rock" five KW pulse modulated
AM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications. 800-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiastinet.

INTL: +1-530-662-7553

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. ot 402-493-1886 day•
or night, FAX 402-493-6821

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Han-is BC- 10H 110 AM xmtr in
gd cond, spare tubes, $ 12,500.
Dwight Morgan, MBC Grand
Bdctg, 1360 E Sherwood Dr,
Grand Junction CO 81506. 97024/-9230.

TEL: 800-532-6626

FOR THE BEST PRICE

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
100 W

51

61,

Svetlana

EIMAC, SVERANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
[352]688-2374
PH: [ 800] 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595
SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT
VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Srnullins@imaspub.com

Join a great sales and marketing team in
broadcasting! 360 Systems is looking for a seasoned professional to market radio and TV
products internationally. The position requires
10 years experience with budgeting, ad agencies, graphics arts, copy writing and public relations. Experience with web sites and e- commerce aplus.
360 Systems is located in Westlake Village,
California. Attractive workplace, good benefit
package, negotiable salary. Call Robert Easton
at ( 818) 735-8235, or fax your resume to ( 818)
889-6944.
Leader in broadcasting engineering and audio processing
is looking for aqualified sales
management person. This
person will have direct sales
responsibility as well as management duties. Great company, good compensation package and more. E-mail resume
to: resumesPorban.com or
fax to: 510-351-3323. EOE.

Advertise
on our your
web employment
site for only ad
$2 per word!

"_•;"
Call Simone Mullins
for all the details at
703-998-7600, Eat. 154

Clear Channel
Radio

w-

Clear Channel Radio has openings for Regional Engineers,
Market Engineers, Project Specialists and Assistant Engineers
in several areas of the country.
We offer Excellent Pay, Technical Training programs, 401K,
Employee Stock Purchase Plans, Great Benefits and many
Opportunities for growth and advancement.
If you have great technical skills and are ready to work with
our highly qualified team... If you are tired of your job and are
ready for acareer...
If you are ready to make amove up...
Contact:
Jeff Littlejohn - VP Engineering Services
Clear Channel Communications
50 East RiverCenter Blvd # 1200
Covington, KY 41011
859-655-6535 Direct
859-655-9345 FAX
jefflittlejohn@clearchannel.com
Clear Channel is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

TURNTABLES

POSITIONS WANTED

Want to Sell
SME 3012R tonearm. J Hartt,
Hartt Audio Transfers, 2418
36th Ave West, Seattle WA
98199. 206-282-0720.
Sony
PS- X800
Biotracer
model ( 1981-1983), $ 325. J
Hartt, Hartt Audio Transfers,
2418 36th Ave West, Seattle
WA 98199. 206-282-0720.
Want to Buy
WE 9A cartridge with or without tonearm/EQ. J Hartt, Hartt
Audio Transfers, 2418 36th
Ave West, Seattle WA 98199.
206-282-0720.

Friendly, industrious 46 yr old
CE can make your stations operation sound up to its potential.
Seeking FT/PT. contract work within a75 mile radius of metro NYC. I
guarantee you won't be disappointed. Call 800-413-5224 pin#44
or write: Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ave, #702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6748 or email
at mitchellrakoffeyahoo.com.
Stop, look, listen! Don't let this
opportunity pass you by. Genius of
the airwaves looking to land on the
air. Rookie w/a veteran's soul looking for a home. Garrick, 405-6707026.

Veteran Cleveland newscaster
interested in voicing commercials,
news,
narrations,
instructing
interns. Past employment includes
Storer, Westinghouse,
NBC.
Friendly but authoritative voice,
prefer Eastern Ohio but will consider any offer. Ken Courtright 330364-3264.
Seasoned broadcast engineer ready for more, all personal & professional noble
qualities, real, technologically
progressive & ratings motivated team player for the "tri state
area" ( IN,IL,WI): seasonedengineereaol,com.

BEE
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by filling
out the form below Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run again

Please print and include
all information:

Thank you

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
_IYes
a No
Signature

Date

N=verr ber 3, 2000

ADVERTISE YOUR EMPLOYMENT
AD ON OUR WEB SITE FOR
ONLY $2 PER WORD!
ADS DET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR AFULL TWO WEEKS!

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station
Address
City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or per inch basis.

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION' AND REALLY COVER THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

Model

Me rain-

—

4T1
tIrew

Price:
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

Call Shuns Mullins tor all the details al

703-998-7000, Ext. » di
belles] 9-5 EST

A DVERTISER INDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.

Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

PAGE
37
32
2829
22
12
40
56
2
24
42
43
3
51
6
47
43
31
4
47
12
7
36
43
11
43
47
41
43
1
20
18
10
16
34
45
8
27
43
12
45
21
23
35
47
38
39
9
33
25
45
45
12
15
5
12
14
43
45
30
19
17
44
13
55

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE URL

www.aphex.com
Aphex Systems
www.armstrongtx.com
Armstrong Transmitters
www.arrakis-systems.com
Arrakis
www.atiguys.com
ATI
www.audemat.com
Audemat by Auditem
www.audioprecision.com
Audio Precision
www.wheatstone.com
Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone
www.auditronics.com
Auditronics/Wheatstone
Beier
www.belar.com
www.bext.com
Bext
Broadcast Devices, Inc.
www.broadcast-devices.com
www.bdcast.com
Broadcast Electronics
www.broadcast-richmond.com
Broadcast Richmond
Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)
www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttech.com
Broadcast Technology Company
Broadcast Tools
www.broadcasttools.com
BSW
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
Burk Technology
Circuit Werkes
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.cca.ws
Commercial Communication Assoc.
Comrex
www.comrex.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
Crown Broadcast
Econco
www.econco.com
ENCO Systems
www.enco.com
Excalibur Electronics
See ad for contact information
Freeland Products, Inc.
www.freeland-inc.com
www.fullcompass.com
Full Compass
www.gorman-redlich.com
Gorman- Redlich Mfg Co.
Harris
www.harris.com
www.harris.com
Harris
www.henryeng.com
Henry Engineering
Inovonics
www.inovon.com
www.inovon.com
Inovonics
Inovonics
www.inovon.com
J Squared Technical Service
jsquared@cdsnet.net
Kintronic Labs
www.kintronic.com
www.klotzdigital.com
Klotz Digital AG
www.lbagroup.com
LBA Technology
LPB
www.Ipbinc.com
Mager Systems
See ad for contact information
Management Data AG
www.mdata-us.com
www.mediatouch.net
MediaTouch
Modulation Sciences
www.modsci.com
Nott Ltd.
www.tjantenna.com
NSN Net
www.nsn.net
OMB America
www.omb.com
Omnia, aTelos Company
www.omniaaudio.com
www.omniaaudio.com
Omnia, aTelos Company
Prime Image
www.primeimageinc.com
Propagation Systems
psiba@surfshop.net
www.qei-broadcast.com
DEI
www.rdlnet.com
Radio Design Labs
info@rfsbroadcast.com
Radio Frequency System ( RFS)
Radio Systems
www.radiosystems.com
www.bgsfl.com
SBS/Broadcasters General Store
www.scottstudios.com
Scott Studios
Shively Labs
www.shively.com
Silicon Valley Power
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com
Sine Systems
www.sony.com/proaudio
Sony Business & Professional
Studer Professional Audio AG
www.studerch
Syntrillium Software
www.cooledit.com
Telos Systems
www.telos-systems.com
Wheatstone
www.wheatstone.com

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

Call Simone Mullins,
Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
in the next issue. Use your credit card to pay,
we now accept VISA, MASTERCARD and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.
Select 'rom these categories for best ad positioning:
Acoustics

Furniture

Amplifiers

Limiters

Stations

Antennas/Towers/Cables

Microphones

Stereo Generators

Audio Production

Misrellaneous

Tapes/Carts/Reels/CDs

Automation Equipment

Monitors

Tax Deductable

Business Opportunities

Receivers/Transivers

Equipment

Cart Machines

Recorders

Test Equipment

CD Players

Recording Services

Transmitter/Exciters

Computers

Remote & Microwave

Tubes

Consoles

Repair Services

Turntables

Disco-Pro Sound Equip.

Satellite Equipment

Employment

Financial/Leasing Srvs.

Software/Databases

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2000
lx

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$83

81

79

76

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$78

76

74

70

Distributor Directory

$120

115

110

105

Professional Card

$90

85

80

75

Classified Line Ad

$2.00 per wcrd

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Station/Studio Services

$175

everybody
wants in on agood thing
Join the growing
list of Radio Stations,
Networks, Studios
and Advertising
Agencies who have
discovered the best
way to send and
receive digital content.
NBN, USA Radio Networks, Business Talk Radio,
KJJK, KJWL,KKBT, KLKK, KRNN, KWFM,WAFY,WANA,
WCVR,WFIR,WFLY,WGC1,WGRG,WHDQ,WIKE,WIL-FM,
WJGR-AM,WJYY,WKXL,Vox Radio Group, WLLN, WOMC,
WORK, WVOM and many more.
Ask us how AudioSonix can create anew revenue
stream for your station or broadcast group.
till

TIU

media exchange
Download the free software at http://www.audiosonix.com
AudioSonix • PO Box 1127 • Olney, MD 20830-1127 • Toll Free 866 ASX-To Go
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OPINION

Radio World

•READER
WNIC keeps it clean
Dear RW,
Ithoroughly enjoyed Ken R.'s Aug. 2
article on WNIC(FM) ("At WNIC, Nice
Guys Finish First").
It is absolutely refreshing to read that
an AC station can make it as a ratings
leader by "playing it clean all the way."
Iwould like to applaud the ownership,
management and on- air staff for being
"careful that everything we do appeals to
the whole family."
WNIC is positive proof that afamilyfriendly format pays in abig way.
The day will come when the "shockjock" programming of today will fade
away, and those who program clean radio
will "clean up" in the ratings.
Steve Tureen
Station Manager
WANE(AM)
Worcester, Mass.

Localism:

News flash: Local content is key to radio's success.
This actually is not anew thought; indeed the concept has become amantra, repeated by the authors
of study after study.
Yet radio's dependence on syndicated products
suggests this lesson is lost to many broadcasters.
At this fall's NAB Radio Show, for example, sessions such as " Local News: Long- Term Life
Insurance for Small Market Radio," "The Internet,
Local Retail and Radio" and "Radio + Internet Portal = Super Localism" examined aspects of localism. All hammered the same point: consumers turn to radio
first, and they expect and want local content available there.
Also remember localism when designing your station Web site.
Arbitron and Edison Media Research recently compared what consumers
want to see on their favorite radio station's Web site to what was actually on that
site. The researchers found adisconnect.
Most stations post pictures of their personalities and hosts, but they skip local
events and community calendars — exactly what listeners say they want to see.
Your morning crew may not like to hear this, but their toothy grins rank very low
on listeners' Web wish lists.
Radio's strength is its immediacy. Consumers expect us to carry breaking
news and information about their communities.
A recent survey of consumer views on radio news reinforced this. Maura
Clancey is vice president of Statistical Research Inc., which conducted the news
survey for the Radio and Television News Directors Association.
Clancey said, "One theme that ran through the survey was that radio is alocal
medium. Local news and information ultimately may be the one distinguishing
factor that can keep audiences tuned into local radio."
Syndicated programming has its place, but it can move significant blocks of
the day out of the reach of local programming. And local stations may be unable
to compete with the resources that anationally distributed program has at hand.
Yet research still shows that listeners prefer programming about their community,
schools, local politics and events.
And with approximately 80 percent of most stations' revenue earned from
local business, this is an obvious opportunity to match local sponsors to local programming. That's aform of traditional revenue that may be overlooked as stations
use more syndicated programming that diminishes this natural link.
Get local!

FORUM•

Listeners'

many lawyers and not enough real "dyedin-the-wool," "broadcast-loving" engineers.
Again, thanks for the good article but I
doubt that we will win this one.
Hal Williams
Broadcast Engineer
Los Angeles

Choice

Book review
Dear RW,
Ihad a little chuckle regarding Paul
McLane collecting books ("Berg Goes
On the Short Waves," RW, July 19).

AM argument
Dear RW,
Iappreciated Scott Todd's Aug. 2article
regarding AM minimum design for receivers
("AM Isn't Bad — Its Receivers Are").
About 10 years ago, Isent along letter
to RW stating this same need; it was not
published at that time.
Iremember it to be 10 years because I
had just purchased a 1989 GMC S- 15
pickup and was disappointed with the
receiver in it. Before that Ihad an old
Falcon with an analog AM radio and it
had a much better receiver. My findings
on the ' 89 radio were these:
1. There was acheap ceramic IF system with no width. (Ceramic filters are
dirt cheap, narrow, and have apoor nose
shape to them.)
2. The AGC left alot to be desired.
3. There was no RF tuned stage and in
parts of Los Angeles, some strong stations would show up in a couple of
places on the dial. The lack of RF stage
also made it less sensitive in rural areas.
4. When within two miles of a 10-kW
station, Icould hear that station leak past the
IF and be in the background of all other stations, probably modulating the AGC
Other than these shortcomings. the
radio looked fine, had aclock, and had
very good FM performance. From what I
have noticed, most of the shortcomings I
noted in 1989 are still issues today.
Icannot understand the lack of FCC
action on this issue for the last 30 years other than to say that the commission has too

November 8, 2000

—RW
As a matter of fact. Ienjoyed the
review of the book on shortwave. I
picked up acopy recently and it was pretty good, and yes, it would be nice for the
author to continue the saga where he left
off to the present time.
Radio
World
and
Popular
Communications are about my only
resources for book reviews on radio. I
have picked up afew of the books in the
last couple of years from RW reviews.
Keep up the good work.
Al Ogrizovich
Jacksonville, Fla.
Quetzal questions
Dear RW,
Thanks for the excellent Aug. 16 article " Diversity
Down
Since
Consolidation" by Lyssa Graham.
I'm not surprised that Betsy Cameron
had not received areturn phone call from
the Quetzal Fund. It appears they have their
hands full investing in hip-hop Web sites.
Iattended asession of minority broad-

casters at aconvention in June. The panelists and participants were critical of
Quetzal/Chase
Capital
Partners
(Quetzal/CCP).
As
reported
by
Yahoo,
http://biz.yahoo.com/bw/000522/ny_quetzal.html May 22, two of the companies
funded by Quetzal were Web-based companies. Only one was aminority broadcaster.
Quetzal/CCP, which announced the
first closing of its fund on March 31, has
completed three investments which
include the following: a $ 30 million
investment in Blue Chip Broadcasting
Inc., an African-American-owned- andoperated radio group headquartered in
Cincinnati; a $4 million investment in
Hookt.com, www.hookt.com, aNew York
City-based company that has developed
an online community and entertainment
portal dedicated to the hip- hop music
genre and lifestyle; and a $7.5 million
investment in Urban Box Office Networks
Inc., www.ubo.com, a New York Citybased Internet media company focused on
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serving the urban marketplace.
While the Web-based companies fall
within Quetzal's mandate to invest in
"communications" entities, they do nothing
to further the diversity of broadcast voices.
Chuck Tat-ver
Manager
WVUD(FM)
University of Delaware
Newark, Del.
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THE W HEATS TONE D -5000
DIGITAL A UDIO CONSOLE

This new D-5000 audio console from WHEATS TONE gives you
our top-of- the-line D-600 digital technology— at a modest price!
• Totally modular design lets you hot- • Serial port allows true integration with
swap all modules for on- air servicing: 1F" routers and automation systems.
even DSP and CPU functions reside
• Dedicated phone module with DSP
on easily changed modules.
generated MXM—two modules can be
• Traditional user interface with clean
combined for up to 4 MXM sends.
layout and familiar control surfaces.
• 8- character alphanumeric source
• Available with up to 26 input modules
displays above each fader.
(any mix of analog and digital).
• All channel fader, display and switch
• 4 stereo mix busses, each with digital
settings are addressable via the serial
and balanced analog outputs.
tee
port for remote control and router/
• Flexible mainframe layout or
automation communication.
C
• Inputs can be field-converte
analog to digital ( and back) through a
simple daughterboard change.

• Choice of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz console
clock rates ( can be synced externally).

%1/1//t_r-- t
cDr-

Exclusive VDIPrm software lets you
configure console with a laptop PC (
no
pullinc modules, installing jumpers or
setting dipswitches). Once configured
console runs standalone.

Corrorc)tion

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4837/sales@wheatstone corn / www.wheatstone corn

copyright 0 2000 by Wheatstone Corporation
specifications and features subject to change without notice

FOCUSED ON QUALITY
AUVIOA FITS AUVIO CONSOLE'

OUR MISSION —

Make the BEST And with thousands and thousands of our
radio consoles already out there, we KNOW what you NEED. Choose from our
extensive line of analog and digital consoles; take advantage of WHEATSTONE'S
experience. Contact your local AUDIOARTS dealer— or visit our websitel

-=7-7„.

ammo.—•—•

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4837/sales@wheatstone.com

www.wheatstone.com
copyright 0 2000 by Wheatstone Corp ration

